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PARSHAPIX PPexplanations on p.68
and at www.ttidbits.com
Click on the ParshaPix & explanations link

WORD OF THE   MONTH 
 This Shabbat, we bench Rosh Chodesh Nissan, which will be on YOM CHAMISHI, Thursday, 
March 26th.
Always one day in our fixed calendar, because Adar (or the second Adar) has only 29 day.
ינּו ְוַעל ָּכל ִיְׂשָרֵאל ְלטֹוָבה: רֹאׁש ֹחֶדש ִניָסן ִיְהֶיה ְּביֹום ֲחִמיִׁשי ַהָּבא ָעֵלֽ
The molad will be on Tuesday, March 24th • 10h 14m 11p (9:54am) - ג' טז:רסג

ַהּמֹוַלד ִיְהֶיה ְּביֹום ְׁשִליִׁשי, ַאְרָּבע־ֶעְׂשֵרה ַדקֹות ְוַאַחד־ָעָׂשר ַחָלִקים ַאֲחֵרי ֶעֶׂשר ַּבּבֹוֶקר.
Nissan is the only month that is always 'benched' with two Torahs (HaChodesh or less often, Para). Appropriate 
for the month referred to in HACHODESH HAZEH...
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AND HAVDALA T IMES   
CANDLE LIGHTING

Not getting enough TTs? Too many? None at all?                                               
Contact our distribution 050-577-2111 • ttdist@ouisrael.org

RANGES ARE 11 DAYS, WED-SHABBAT
22 ADAR - 3 NISSAN (MAR 18-28, '20)

ADD 1 HOUR FOR FRI-SHABBAT MARCH 27-28

Earliest Talit & T'filin   4:55-4:42am
Sunrise  5:45:11-5:32½1/2am
Sof Z'man K' Sh'ma  8:46-8:38am
(Magen Avraham: 8:10-8:02am)

Sof Z'man T'fila         9:46-9:40am
(Magen Avraham: 9:16-9:09am)                    
Chatzot (Halachic noon)  11:47-11:44am
Mincha Gedola (Earliest Mincha)          12:18-12:16pm
Plag Mincha   4:34-4:39pm
Sunset (counting elevation)                5:54-6:01pm
(based on sea level: 5:491/2-5:56pm)        

VAYIKRaHAVDALAVAYAKHEL-PEKUDEI-HACHODESHCANDLES
7:336:206:28Yerushalayim / Maale Adumim5:15
7:356:376:30Aza area (Netivot, S’derot et al)5:33
7:346:366:29Beit Shemesh / RBS5:31
7:336:356:28Gush Etzion 5:31
7:356:376:30Raanana/ Tel Mond/ Herzliya/ K. Saba 5:32
7:346:366:29Modi’in / Chashmona’im 5:31
7:356:376:30Netanya5:32
7:346:356:30Be’er Sheva5:30
7:356:376:30Rehovot5:32
7:356:206:30Petach Tikva 5:15
7:346:366:29Ginot Shomron5:31
7:356:266:30Haifa / Zichron5:21
7:336:356:28Gush Shiloh 5:30
7:356:356:30Tel Aviv / Giv’at Shmuel 5:30
7:336:356:28Giv’at Ze’ev 5:31
7:336:356:29Chevron / Kiryat Arba5:31
7:366:386:31Ashkelon5:33
7:356:376:30Yad Binyamin5:32
7:326:246:27Tzfat / Bik’at HaYarden5:19
7:326:336:26Golan5:28

Rabbeinu Tam (J'lem) - 7:09pm • next week - 8:13pm

Founders and initial benefactors of the OU Israel Center: 
George and Ilse Falk a”h

↓ WINTER CLOCK ↓ SUMMER CLOCK
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ALIYA-BY-ALIYA  
SEDRA SUMMARY

[P> X:Y (Z)] and [S> X:Y (Z)] indicate 
start of a parsha p’tucha or s’tuma. X:Y is 
Perek:Pasuk of the Parsha’s beginning; 

(Z) is the number of p’sukim in the 
parsha.

Numbers in [square brackets] are the 
Mitzva-count of Sefer HaChinuch AND 
Rambam’s Sefer HaMitzvot. A=ASEI; 
L=LAV (prohibition). X:Y is the perek & 
pasuk from which the mitzva comes.

KOHEN FIRST ALIYA               
20+9 P'SUKIM - 35:1-29

[S> 35:1 (3)] Moshe gathers the People 
(according to Tradition, this took place 
on the "first" Yom Kippur or the day after, 
following 40 days and 40 nights on Har 
Sinai) to instruct them concerning the 
building of the Mishkan. He begins with a 
warning to keep Shabbat (even while being 
involved in the holy tasks of the Mishkan).

OBSERVATION Notice that when 
G-d speaks to Moshe, He instructs him 
concerning the Mishkan (236 p'sukim) and 
then warns him that Shabbat is supreme. 
When Moshe gathers the people to instruct 
them, he puts the Shabbat warning up 
front. Some commentaries say that with 
the change in “primary” emphasis on the 
Mikdash in the aftermath of the Golden 
Calf, there came a change in the messages 
of Shabbat and Mikdash which helps 
explain which is presented first, and when.

VAYAKHEL-
PEKUDEI

STATS

MITZVOT

Vayakhel has a single mitzva counted among 
the 613. P'kudei has none.

V+PPV
-23rd22ndSedra Among 54
-11th10thSedra Of Sh’mot's 11

369.8158.7211.2Lines
(2nd)41st22ndRank (Among The 54)

332013Parshiyot
1367P’tuchot
20146S’tumot

21492122P’sukim
(2nd)40/1017/3Rank (Torah/Sh'mot)
274011821558Words
(2nd)42/924/6Rank (Torah/Sh'mot)
1061344326181Letters
(2nd)44/1021/5Rank (Torah/Sh'mot)
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SDT
In the opening 3-pasuk 
portion about Shabbat, there 
are 40 words - 39 plus the 

word HaShabbat. This can be taken as a 
symbolic reference to the 39 categories of 
prohibited Melacha, which define the 
nature of HASHABBAT. The Baal HaTurim 
says that the word LA'ASOT in the phrase, 
"These are the things that G-d commanded 
TO DO them", is spelled with a LAMED (30) 
and an anagram for TEISHA (9) - another 
remez to the Melachot of Shabbat. He adds 
that a VAV is "missing" from LA'ASOT, 
representing the six weekdays when 
Melachot are permitted.

MITZVAWATCH

The "command" here of "Thou shall not 
kindle fire in all your dwellings on the 
Shabbat day" teaches us many things.

Lighting a fire is one of the 39 AVOT 
MELACHA (categories of creative activities 
forbidden on Shabbat). As such, we already 
have the prohibition from Commandment 
#4 - ...Thou shall not do any manner of 
MELACHA... Why is the Torah singling out 
FIRE here? The question is two-fold: Why 
single it out and why command it again.

Sefer haChinuch says that the pro- 
hibition here is directed to Sanhedrin, 
not the individual. [It is mitzva 114 
according to the Chinuch, and Rambam’s 
LAV (prohibition) 322.] We have already 
been told that we may not kindle fire. The 
courts, says the Chinuch, may not carry 
out the capital punish- ment of burning 
(S'reifa) on Shabbat. Nor, by Biblical 

Sleeps up to 22
AVOID HOTEL CROWDS 
& THE INCREASED RISK 
OF CORONA
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extension, may any capital punishment 
be carried out on Shabbat, nor may any 
punishment by the courts be meted out on 
Shabbat. This allows Shabbat to be a day 
of respite and rest even for the convicted 
felon on “death row”.

We can also look at the Shabbat reminder 
in a different way. You may not kindle fire 
in YOUR DWELLINGS, wherever they may 
be, but you may - nay, you must - kindle 
fire (and do certain other Melachot) in THE 
DWELLING, the Mikdash. (That is, when 
specifically commanded to do so by G-d.) 
This can explain the specific placement of 
the “repeat” of the prohibition of kindling 
fire.

Tif'eret Y'honatan suggests a novel 
reason for singling out FIRE. Since we 
are prohibited from doing Melacha on 
Shabbat because G-d rested from Creation 
on the first Shabbat, and since fire was 
not "in the picture" until the first Motza'ei 
Shabbat, perhaps kindling of fire is not an 
equal member of the family of prohibited 
Melachot. Comes the pasuk here to set 
the record straight. Fire is not only one of 
the 39 categories, it is the flagship of the 
LAMED-TET MELACHOT.

Furthermore, from the singling out 
of one of the melachot, we are taught 
that each category of melacha is often 
treated distinctly. This means that cooking 
and baking would be considered two 

violations of the same Av Melacha, as 
would watering and pruning a rosebush. 
In contrast, pruning a tree and picking its 
fruit would be violations of two different 
melachot - Planting and Reaping. There 
are ramifications to this distinction.

[P> 35:4 (26)] Aside from the first three 
p'sukim, the rest of the sedra deals with the 
building of the Mishkan. Parshat T'ruma 
gave us the command and instructions, 
Vayakheil tells us of the carrying out of the 
instructions.

One senses an impatient excitement 
concerning the job at hand. Moshe speaks 
to the people and tells them that which G-d 
has commanded.

(Note the similar terminology the Torah 
uses when Moshe tells about Shabbat and 
about the Mikdash.)

The different types of materials are 
named. It is made clear that donations are 
encouraged, but completely voluntary. 
(Except for silver.)

Then each part of the Mishkan and its 
furnishings is mentioned in detail. After 
the people heard what Moshe had to say, 
they left the meeting (apparently enthused 
and anxious to get busy).

One can speculate, based on the 
sequence we are presented with in the 
Torah, that there was a fair amount of guilt 
from the Golden Calf that was motivating 
the People.

FOR YOUR INFORMATION: The phrase 
SHABBAT SHABBATON appears 6 times in 
the Torah. Twice it refers to Yom Kippur, 02-5454500

EFRAT
www.efrat.org.il

1 of 76,233
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once to the Shmita year. One other time 
it might be talking about Shabbat, but 
possibly about Yom Kippur. The first 
two times the phrase appears are in Ki 
Tisa and Vayakhel. Both times are in the 
context of build- ing the Mikdash. One of 
the commen- taries suggests that when 
one does “regular” work during his week, 
then Shabbat is Shabbat. But when we 
spend our six work-days in “holy- work”, 
such as building the Mikdash (but not just 
that), then our Shabbat is further elevated, 
and is described as Shabbat Shabbaton.

Many people are moved to give 
generously in response to Moshe's 
appeal. Men and women all give (there 
are different interpretations as to what 
the wording in the pasuk indicates). In 
addition to donations, men, and more so 
women, donated their talents in weaving, 
dyeing, woodwork, metal- work, etc.

Repeated reference is made to the 
hearts of the people being in what they 
were doing. This was a genuine positive 
response to G-d's and Moshe's call to build 
the Mishkan.

The leaders of the Tribes supplied the 
precious stones for the shoulder-pieces of 
the Eifod and for the Choshen of the Kohen 
Gadol, and spices and oil for the Incense 
and the Anointing oil.

LEVI SECOND ALIYA 
13+12+35 P'SUKIM -             

35:30-37:16

[P> 35:30 (13)] Moshe tells the people that 
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fasteners were gold.

[P> 36:14 (6)] Over that came the more 
practical, less attractive, less complicated, 
but weather-resistant Ohel of goat hair. 
This layer was not seen from inside the 
Mishkan, and might not have been seen 
from the outside either, according to the 
opinion that the Tachash and Red-dyed 
sheep skin covering (which was also 
attractive) was not just on top, but down 
the sides of the Mishkan as well.

[S> 36:20 (19)] Next, the Torah describes 
the construction of the wall-planks of the 
Mishkan from acacia wood. There were 
48 planks - 20 each on the north and south 
walls, and 8 on the west wall. Each plank 
was covered with gold. (According to Rav 
Aryeh Kaplan z”l, the gold covering was 
extremely thin - he calculated it at 1/100 of 
an inch thick.)

Each plank was inserted into two 
foundation sockets of silver. The Torah 
describes in detail the rods, bolts, rings 
that held the wall planks together.

The Parochet to hang between the 
Kodesh and the Kodesh Kodashim, the 
Masach for the front of the Mishkan, and 
the Masach for the front of the courtyard 
were similar in style and material to the 
first ceiling layer.

With the structure completed, next came 
the Aron and the Shulchan.

[P> 37:1 (9)] The Aron is described 
in the same detail as when it was first 
commanded back in Parshat T’ruma. This 
is so for all parts of the Mishkan, not just 
the Aron.

G-d has designated Betzalel (from Shevet 
Yehuda) and Aholiav (from Dan) as the 
chief artisans of the Mishkan. They have 
been Divinely inspired with intelligence, 
insight, and the skills necessary for the 
various intricate tasks ahead. They and 
those working with them supervised 
the collection of materials and informed 
Moshe that they received more than 
enough material. Moshe "gives out the 
word" that the people should cease their 
donations.

[S> 36:8 (6)] When G-d commanded 
Moshe about the Mishkan, He first 
commanded the making of the Aron, 
Shulchan, and Menora. Then, the roofing 
layers - the Mishkan, the Ohel, and the 
Orot. Only then were the wall boards 
and foundation sockets brought into 
the picture. In the carrying out of the 
commands, a more "practical" plan was 
followed. The structure and then the 
furnishings. But how can Moshe and 
Betzalel deviate from the commands of 
G-d? You can't just do whatever you want 
in this kind of thing.

Commentaries say that Moshe 
and Betzalel requested and received 
permission from G-d to take the more 
human, practical approach.

In this portion, the three layers of ceiling 
are presented. Note that the first layer was 
a beautiful, multi- colored weave and the 
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The Aron consisted of an open-top box 
of wood, plated with gold inside and out. 
(Some describe it as three nested boxes - 
the outer and inner of thin gold and the 
middle one of wood, which gave support 
to the Aron and the lid - Kaporet and 
K’ruvim). Even the thickness of the wood 
was covered with gold, so that none of the 
wood was visible.

[P> 37:10 (7)] This parsha contains the 
details of the Shulchan. In T’ruma, the 
command to build the Shulchan and its 
utensils was followed by the command to 
put the Lechem HaPanim onto the shelves 
of the Shulchan. Here in Vayakheil, the 
mention of Lechem HaPanim is still to 
come.

SHLISHI  THIRD ALIYA                 
13 P'SUKIM - 37:17-29

[P> 37:17 (8)] Next comes the Golden 
Menora. With the exception of the oil 
cups, everything else - the branches, 
the decorative orbs, cups, flowers - was 
hammered from one piece of gold.

Did you know... that even though the 
Torah commands that the Menora be 
made of gold, it may be made of other 
precious metals, if gold is not available. 
Furthermore, the requirement of MIKSHA 
ACHAT, one solid piece, only applies to 
the Menora when it is made of gold. And 
furthermore, a non-gold Menora, which is 
just as “kosher” for the Beit HaMikdash as 
a gold one, does not need the decorative 
orbs, cups, and flowers. Without these 
restrictions, it is much easier to make a 

Beautiful apartments
with a SEA VIEW.

4 and 5 rooms with
LARGE 24 meter square

 balconies. 

JUST pay 20% now and
80% upon completion.
Wonderful Holiday home
or for INVESTMENT!

Licensed real estate
professional

with over 49 years 
of experience

david zwebner
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L I V E  O P P O S I T E  T H E  S E A
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E X C L U S I V E  P R O J E C T
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Menora for use in the next Beit HaMikdash, 
until we get the gold and full details of the 
Menora’s form. In fact, there is a silver 
Menora in the Temple Institute in the 
Old City, that is waiting to function in the 
Third Beit HaMikdash until we will be able 
to make a proper gold one. May we see it 
put to use in our time - and subse- quently 
replaced by a Golden Menora.

[P> 37:25 (5)] Next, the Golden Altar 
(a.k.a. Incense Altar, a.k.a. Inner Altar) is 
described.

After this Mizbei'ach was made, 
the Anointing Oil and Incense were 
compounded.

Just an observation... In the first 
presentation of the Mishkan, the Golden 
Altar is found in Parshat T’tzaveh. The 
Mizbei’ach for the korbanot, which was 
outside the Mishkan, which is the next 
topic here in Vayakheil, was presented in 
T’ruma.

R'VI'I FOURTH ALIYA                                          
20+12 P'SUKIM - 38:21-39:1

The fourth Aliya is always the bridge 
Aliya between two combine sedras

[S> 38:1 (7)] The External Altar, Copper 
Altar, Earth Altar (because it was filled 
with earth when the camp rested and 
the Mishkan was erected) is described. 
Almost all korbanot were brought on this 
Mizbei'ach. It was much bigger than the 

Golden Altar.

[S> 38:8 (1)] The final vessel described 
is the Washing Basin and its Stand. It was 
made of copper. Tradition tells us that 
the copper came from the mirrors of the 
Israelite women. At first, Moshe did not 
want to accept them because of the vanity 
associated with mirrors. G-d, however, 
told Moshe how very precious this gift was 
in His eyes, because they reminded Him 
(so to speak) of the role Jewish women 
played in the redemption of the people 
from Egypt.

[S> 38:9 (12)] Finally, the courtyard is 
described.

[S> 38:21 (3)] The sedra of P'kudei 
begins with an accounting of the materials 
collected for use in the construction of the 
Mishkan, its furnishings, and the garments 
of the Kohanim.

 We are taught from the fact that Moshe 
Rabeinu gave a voluntary accounting of 
the materials, that a person in the position 
of collecting monies for the community 
must conduct himself in such a way that 
he will always be above suspicion. Even if 
the individual is completely trust- worthy, 
he should take measures to avoid the 
possibility of appearing improper.

The work of assembling and dismant- 
ling the Mishkan throughout the years 
of wandering in the Wilderness was the 
domain of the tribe of Levi, under the 
supervision and leadership of Itamar b. 
Aharon HaKohen.

The chief artisans of the Mishkan, the 
Torah reminds us, were Bezalel of Yehuda 

Aviva,

Obviously on different pages.

Thanks

(our submissions)

Mazal Tov to David & Sarah Maslow and
family on the Bar Mitzva of their grandson

Condolences to Gidon & Devra Ariel
and family on the passing of his

MOTHER d"r
milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd
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and Aholiav of Dan.

[S> 38:24 (9)] The Torah next details 
the amounts of gold, silver, and copper 
which were collected for the Mishkan and 
its vessels. The Torah also lists the uses 
of the different metals. Then the Torah 
mentions the different dyed wools (sky-
blue, purple, crimson - the shades of color 
are debated - e.g. sky-blue - at what time 
of day? Different shades of blue - which 
is the "correct" T'cheilet color?) that were 
used in the making of the sacred garments 
of the Kohen Gadol, and for the cloths that 
covered (and protected) the sacred items 
of the Mishkan during the traveling from 
place to place in the Midbar.

CHAMISHI 5TH ALIYA                 
20 P'SUKIM - 39:2-21

[P> 39:2 (4)] This Aliya contains a detailed 
description of the Eifod and the Choshen of 
the Kohen Gadol. Both were woven from 
the same kind of weave and the two were 
attached firmly to each other when worn.

[S> 39:6 (2)] Two onyx stones (Avnei 
Shoham) were attached to the shoulder 
straps of the Eifod. The names of the 
12 tribes (actually, it was the 12 sons of 
Yaakov) were engraved on the stones, six 
on each stone.

[P> 39:8 (14)] This parsha contains the 
detailed description of the CHOSHEN. 
In addition to the fabric of these two 
garments, there were gold settings for the 
stones, gold rings and chains for attaching 
Choshen & Eifod.

Hosting a Simcha?
Save Time, Money & Effort

LD Events
Lenny Davidman

Office: (02) 673-0721
Cell: 054-557-3101

Lenny@LDEVENTS.com
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SHISHI SIXTH ALIYA             
11+11 P'SUKIM - 39:22-43

[P> 39:22 (5)] The ME'IL (different 
opinions - cloak, cape, poncho-like 
garment) was woven completely of 
T'CHEILET wool. Its neck-hole was 
reinforced to prevent tearing.

The hem of the ME'IL was fringed with 
alternating bells of gold and pompoms 
of colored wools. According to Rambam, 
there were 72 bells in all, 36 in the front 
and 36 in the back.

[S> 39:27 (3)] The KUTONET, a long-
sleeved, floor-length garment was woven 
of white linen. All Kohanim wore a 
KUTONET. Each had it custom-fitted, since 
it is forbidden to do AVODA in the Mikdash 
if the garment was either two long or too 
short, (or frayed or soiled).

A turban of linen was worn by the 
Kohen Gadol in one style, to accommodate 
the TZITZ. Regular Kohanim wore their 
turban in a different style.

The belt or sash, AVNEIT, was woven 
from the three colors of wool and from 
linen. It was unusually long (32 AMOT, 
approx. 15 meters, about 50 feet) and 
therefore needed to be wound around the 
kohein's waist many times. (Some say that 
the AVNEIT was worn above the waist.) 
The winding pro- duced a prominent 
bulge around his waist which the kohein 
felt whenever his hands were at his sides. 
This served as a constant reminder to the 
Kohein of the seriousness of the service 
in the Beit HaMikdash. The AVNEIT was 

Shaatnez, as was the Choshen and Eifod.

[S> 39:30 (2)] Next comes the TZITZ, 
a.k.a. NEZER HAKODESH, made of pure 
gold and fastened around the KG's head 
with ribbons of T'cheilet wool. The TZITZ 
was embossed with the words KODESH 
TO HASHEM. There are different opinions 
as to how the words were formed from 
the gold of the Tzitz, and in what order 
and orientation relative to each other. 
The TZITZ was like a royal crown for the 
Kohein Gadol, yet it was also meant to 
humble him greatly. It is difficult for an 
exhalted person to be humble - but that is 
the challenge for the Kohein Gadol and for 
kings of Israel.

[S> 39:32 (1)] Thus, all the work of the 
parts of the Mishkan and garments of 
the Kohanim came to an end. (All that 
remained was to put everything together 
and in its right place.)

SDT
Talmud Yerushalmi notes 
that the phrase, "as G-d had 
commanded Moshe" ap-

pears 18 times in P'kudei. Correspondingly, 
we have 18 brachot in our weekday Amida 
(the connection between Service in the 
Mikdash and Davening is obvious).

[P> 39:33 (11)] All the components 
of the Mishkan, its vessels, and the 
sacred garments were brought to Moshe 
following the completion of the work 
by the many men and women who 
voluntarily contributed their talents to the 
Mishkan. Moshe inspected all of the work 
and found it to be consistent with what G-d 
had commanded to be done.
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Moshe blessed the people:

"May it be G-d's will that He will 
cause His Presence to settle upon your 
handiwork." (Rashi)

The Torah once again enumerates all 
of the components of the Mishkan. And 
repeats over and over again that the People 
did everything that G-d had commanded 
Moshe.

Here's a thought... The emphasis upon 
the people doing as commanded stands in 
harsh contrast to the Golden Calf, which 
was not at all what G-d had commanded. 
We can see a rebuke every time the point is 
made that, "this time we listened, but what 
happened a couple of months earlier..." 
(It is complimentary, that we did as com- 
manded, but we can also see an implied 
rebuke.)

SH'VII SEVENTH ALIYA                
16+11+11 P'SUKIM - 40:1-38

[P> 40:1 (16)] G-d instructs Moshe to erect 
the Mishkan on Rosh Chodesh Nissan. 
After the structure of the Mishkan is in 
place, Moshe is to bring in the ARON and 
hang the PARO- CHET which is to separate 
the Holy of Holies from the main part of 
the Mishkan.

Then the Shulchan and Menora were 
put in their places, followed by the Golden 
Mizbei'ach.

The MASACH was then hung from the 
posts (or posts and rod) at the entrance to 
the Mishkan.

The Copper Mizbei'ach was then place 
in front of the Mishkan, opposite its 
entrance.

The KIYOR and its base were then placed 
between the Mishkan and the Mizbei'ach, 
slightly to the side. The courtyard curtains 
were then hung from their posts.

Following all this, Moshe was to anoint 
all the components of the Mishkan and 
sanctify them. Then the Mizbei'ach and 
its vessels were anointed, and the Laver as 
well.

Then the Kohanim were brought 
forward. After proper ablutions, they 
were clothed in their sacred garments and 
anointed.

[S> 40:17 (3)] And it came to pass that on 
the first day of Nissan, in the second year 
out of Egypt (almost), the Mishkan was 
completed. In this portion, the Torah spells 
out the step- by-step procedures of finally 
carrying out the commands of T'ruma, 
T'tza- veh, and the first third of Ki Tisa.

ADANIM, wall boards, braces for the 
walls, pillars for the curtains. Cover- ings.

[S> 40:20 (2)] Then the LUCHOT go into 
the ARON, the carrying poles are inserted 
into their rings (never to be removed), 
the lid (KAPORET) is placed on the ARON 
and the complete ARON is placed into the 
Mishkan. When in position, the PAROCHET 
is hung between what now becomes the 
Holy of Holies (with the ARON) and the 
rest of the Mishkan.

[S> 40:22 (2)] Then the SHULCHAN is set 
in place (north wall of the Mishkan) and 
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the LECHEM HAPA- NIM is placed on the 
shelves of the SHULCHAN.

[S> 40:24 (2)] The MENORA goes in place 
next, opposite the SHULCHAN (on the 
south wall). Then the oil cups are placed 
on the tops of the seven branches of the 
Menora.

[S> 40:26 (2)] The Golden Miz- bei’ach is 
then set in the middle of the KODESH, and 
KETORET is offered on it.

[S> 40:28 (2)] With that, the MASACH was 
hung across the entrance of the MISKAN. 
Then the external Mizbei’ach was put 
in place, opposite the entrance to the 
Mishkan, and an OLAH was offered on it.

[S> 40:30 (3)] The LAVER (KIYOR) was 
set between the Mishkan and Mizbei'ach, 
and it was filled with water. Kohanim 
were required to wash hands and feet 
before approaching the Mizbei’ach or the 
Mishkan.

[S> 40:33 (1)] Finally came the poles and 
curtains of the courtyard and the curtain 
at its entrance. And the whole task was 
completed.

[P> 40:34 (5)] In the final 5 p'sukim of 
Sh'mot, the Torah tells us that Moshe was 
not able to approach the Mishkan because 
it was "covered by a Cloud". Only when the 
cloud lifted was Moshe able to approach. 
The Cloud was also that which signaled the 
people to travel or to remain encamped. 
The Cloud was there by day and the Pillar 
of Fire by night.

Note that the Mishkan's being covered 
with a cloud and Moshe's not being able to 
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approach is very similar to the experience 
at Har Sinai. It has been said that the 
Mishkan / Beit HaMikdash was the 
successor (so to speak) to Har Sinai. G-d 
spoke with Moshe at Sinai, and continues 
to speak to him from the Mishkan.

Thus ends the Book of Sh'mot, with 
the stage set, so to speak, for the Book of 
Vayikra, Torat Kohanim.

MAFTIR 2ND TORAH                         
20 P’SUKIM SH'MOT 12:1-20

This Maftir adds to the Sedra Stats:1 
parsha (S), 20 p’sukim, 313 words, 1208 
letters, 9 mitzvot

Parshat HaChodesh is the fourth of the 
Four Parshiyot. It is the Shabbat of or the 
Shabbat right before Rosh Chodesh Nissan. 
We read of the mitzva to set up the Jewish 
Calendar (the first two p'sukim), followed 
by the commands concerning Pesach - 
Korban Pesach, Matza, Chametz, etc. (the 
rest of this 20-pasuk maftir).

The main theme of the Maftir is Korban 
Pesach (KP). KP is different from all other 
korbanot. All korbanot were brought 
in the Beit HaMikdash between the two 
daily T'midim, except for KP which was 
brought after the afternoon Tamid. KP 
is the only korban that was never eaten 
during the daytime. KP can be brought 

and eaten in a state of ritual impurity (in 
certain circumstances). This can be seen 
as a "compromise" by G-d to facilitate our 
performance of this mitzva. (An individual 
is postponed until Pesach Sheni because 
of TUM'A, but the com- munity brings and 
eats KP while TAMEI, rather than wait the 
month.)

The Maftir contains several mitzvot - the 
Jewish Calendar [4], to slaughter the KP 
[5], to eat it [6], not to eat it rare or cooked 
(but only fire roasted) [7], not to leave over 
any of KP to the morning [8], to destroy 
Chametz from one's possession [9], to eat 
matza on Seder night [10], not to possess 
Chametz on Pesach [11], not to eat any 
foods that contain Chametz [12]. We also 
find the source of SHMURA MATZA and 
the source of the permitted M'LACHOT on 
Yom Tov. Other mitzvot related to KP and 
chametz are found elsewhere in Parshat 
Bo and elsewhere in the Torah.

HAFTARA 28 P'SUKIM                 
YECHEZKEIL 45:16-46:18

S'faradim start 2 p’sukim later and end 
3 p'sukim earlier

The Haftara contains the prophecy of 
the building of the Beit HaMikdash and 
the restoration of Korban Pesach - hence 
the connection to the Maftir. Both the 
Torah and Haftara announce the holiday 
of Pesach, in very similar words, and both 
speak of putting blood on the doorpost. 
Not only do both readings talk about 
Pesach, but both focus on Rosh Chodesh 
Nissan. 

Aviva,

Obviously on different pages.

Thanks

(our submissions)

Mazal Tov to David & Sarah Maslow and
family on the Bar Mitzva of their grandson

Condolences to Gidon & Devra Ariel
and family on the passing of his

MOTHER d"r
milyexie oeiv ila` x`y jeza mkz` mgpi mewnd
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Applications available at www.projectextreme.org

בס”ד
HandyMench Covid-19 
(coronavirus) update:

A . C  Te c h n i c i a n s  -  E l e c t r i c i a n s   -   P l u m b e r s   -   H a n d y m e n

Here are the steps we are taking in order to protect our customers and our 
employees during the current virus outbreak.
) We aren't taking service calls in homes that are under quarantine. 
) Our technicians have been instructed to double-check before they enter a 
home that no one has been traveling, has a fever, or is under quarantine. 
3) Our technicians keep a 2-meter distance from customers. 
) Our technicians have been instructed to wash their hands every 15 minutes. 
) Our technicians will not come to work if they or one of their family members 
are not feeling well. At HandyMench health is our top priority. 
Wishing you and your family a healthy pre-Pesach 
season.                                                                              
We look forward to serving you as usual.
-The Handymench team
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Endings and 
Beginnings

What is life all about?

One answer to that 
question is that life is all 

about beginnings and endings. Birth and 
death, marriage and divorce, Hopeful 
anticipation and inglorious defeat.

Most commonly, beginnings are bright. 
Even the pessimists among us cherish 
new beginnings and find promise in 
them. A new leaf is exciting, encouraging, 
and full of possibilities.

Yet, beginnings have downsides, too. 
They are often fraught with the handicap 
of inexperience and sometimes contain 
moments of anxiety and even foreboding.

Our sages recognized this well when 

they cautioned us, “Kol hatchalot kashot, 
All beginnings are difficult!”

Endings, on the other hand, are not 
always negative. Sometimes it is good to 
close the book on an unfortunate set of 
circumstances and to exclaim, as we do 
on Rosh Hashanah Eve, “Let the past year 
and its curses be gone!”

Indeed, there are endings which are 
truly happy occasions, which represent 
the successful conclusions of long 
processes of efficient effort and hard work. 
Those endings celebrate achievement and 
accomplishment.

This week’s Torah readings include two 
lengthy parshiyot, Vayakhel and Pekudei, 
and the supplemental reading of Parshat 
HaChodesh. These readings exemplify 
celebratory endings and hopeful new 
beginnings.

Vayakhel and Pekudei are twin 
portions, replete with technical details. 
They describe the completion of the 
construction of the Tabernacle, a 
significant accomplishment made even 
more significant because it was a process 
in which every Jew participated.

Additionally, with these readings, we 
conclude our study of the Book of Exodus, 
in its own right an achievement worthy of 
celebration. What can be a more joyous 

znyp ielirl
l"f qcde rhp l`eny oa iav ilztp

c"ryz'd 'a xc` b"k r"alp
In loving memory of

Harry Naftali
Manheim l"f

on his 6th yahrzeit, 23 Adar

THE PERSON
 IN THE PARSHA

BY RABBI DR. TZVI HERSH WEINREB
OU Executive Vice President, Emeritus
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opportunity. 125 Sqm. Succah balcony. 
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ending than a siyum, the completion of 
one of the most basic and essential books 
of the Bible?

One of the most powerful educational 
tools in our tradition is the festive party 
known as the siyum. Even the very 
young Jewish student knows that when 
he or she finishes a chapter or a book 
of Torah, at least a modest party will 
mark the occasion. The cupcakes, or ice 
cream, or pizza of the siyum is the perfect 
reinforcement of the achievements of 
learning. Adults, too, celebrate siyumim 
and find them rewarding markers of 
adult learning. The grand siyum of the 
entire Talmud in which those who study 
Daf Yomi, a page of Talmud each day, 
has in our time become an event which 
fills large stadiums and in which tens of 
thousands participate.

We have, then, two happy endings this 
week: The completion of the first Jewish 
house of worship, so long ago in our 
history. And the completion, in which 
we all will participate this Shabbat, of a 
formidable section of our Torah.

Shabbat Parshat HaChodesh, which 
is soon upon us, is special too because 

it heralds a new beginning in its 
supplemental Torah portion (Exodus 
12:1-20), in which we hear the Almighty 
proclaim the upcoming month of Nissan 
as the beginning of all the months on our 
calendar. A beginning of beginnings.

It is no coincidence that, although we 
call next month Nissan, it carries but one 
name in the Torah, Chodesh Ha’Aviv, the 
month of spring. For springtime is the 
ultimate beginning, nature’s herald of 
newness and hope. No wonder, then, that 
spring was the season chosen by God for 
the Exodus long ago, and for the festival of 
Passover, which now approaches.

Every one of us endures numerous 
endings and beginnings in our lives. 
As we soon welcome a new month, it is 
profoundly appropriate that we reflect on 
those life events, attempt to transcend the 
challenges of those which were difficult, 
and celebrate those which are worthy of 
celebration.

This is a season of beginnings and end-
ings for us all. Endings of siyum, accom-
plishment, and beginnings symbolized by 
the blossoms of spring signaling life and 
potential renewal.

What a wonderful, complex Shabbat 
this is! 

For details
050-323-1107
Yossi

Religious 
Caretaker
for elderly people
Car owner
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Communities 
and Crowds

Melanie Reid is a journalist who 
writes a regular column for The 
(London) Times. A quadriplegic 

with a wry lack of self-pity, she calls her 
weekly essay Spinal Column. On 4 January 
2020, she told the story of how she, her hus-
band, and others in their Scottish village 
bought an ancient inn to convert it into a 
pub and community centre, a shared asset 
for the neighbourhood.

Something extraordinary then 
happened. A large number of locals 
volunteered their services to help open 
and run it. “We’ve got well-known classical 
musicians cleaning the toilets and sanding 

down tables. Behind the bar there are 
sculptors, building workers, humanist 
ministers, Merchant Navy officers, 
grandmothers, HR executives and estate 
agents… Retired CEOs chop wood for the 
fires; septuagenarians … wait at tables; 
surveyors eye up internal walls to be 
knocked down and can-doers fix blocked 
gutters.”

It has not only become a community 
centre; it has dramatically energised the 
locality. People of all ages come there to 
play games, drink, eat, and attend special 
events. A rich variety of communal 
facilities and activities have grown up 
around it. She speaks of “the alchemy of 
what can be achieved in a village when 
everyone comes together for a common 
aim.”

The reason I mention this is because 
Melanie was kind enough to quote me on 
the subject of the magic of “I” becoming 
“we”: “When you build a home together 
… you create something far greater than 
anything anyone could do alone or be paid 
to do.” The book I wrote on this subject, The 
Home We Build Together, was inspired by 
this week’s parsha and its name: Vayakhel. 
It is the Torah’s primer on how to build 
community.

It does so in a subtle way. It uses a single 
verb, k-h-l, to describe two very different 

לעילוי נשמות
פנחס בן יעקב אשר וגולדה בת ישראל דוד אייז ע״ה
עזריאל בן אריה לייב ומעניה בת יצחק שרטר ע״ה
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activities. The first appears in last week’s 
parsha at the beginning of the story of the 
Golden Calf. “When the people saw that 
Moshe was long delayed in coming down 
the mountain, they gathered (vayikahel) 
around Aharon and said to him: get up, 
make us gods to go before us. This man 
Moshe who brought us out of Egypt – we 
have no idea what has become of him” 
(Ex. 32:1). The second is the opening verse 
of this week’s parsha: “Moshe assembled 
(vayakhel) all the community of Israel and 
said to them: these are the things the Lord 
has commanded you to do” (Ex. 35:1).

These sound similar. Both verbs could be 
translated as “gathered” or “assembled.” 
But there is a fundamental difference 
between them. The first gathering was 
leaderless; the second had a leader, 
Moshe. The first was a crowd, the second 
a community.

In a crowd, individuals lose their 
individuality. A kind of collective 
mentality takes over, and people find 
themselves doing what they would never 
consider doing on their own. Charles 
Mackay famously spoke of the madness 
of crowds. People, he said, “go mad in 
herds, while they only recover their senses 
slowly, one by one.” Together, they act in 
a frenzy. Normal deliberative processes 
break down. Sometimes this expresses 
itself in violence, at other times in 
impulsive economic behaviour giving rise 
to unsustainable booms and subsequent 
crashes. Crowds lack the inhibitions and 
restraints that form our inner controls as 
individuals.
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Elias Cannetti, whose book Crowds and 
Power is a classic on the subject, writes that 
“The crowd is the same everywhere, in all 
periods and cultures; it remains essentially 
the same among men of the most diverse 
origin, education and language. Once in 
being, it spreads with the utmost violence. 
Few can resist its contagion; it always wants 
to go on growing and there are no inherent 
limits to its growth. It can arise wherever 
people are together, and its spontaneity 
and suddenness are uncanny.”

The crowd that gathered around 
Aharon was in the grip of panic. Moshe 
was their one contact with God, and thus 
with instruction, guidance, miracle and 
power. Now he was no longer there and 
they did not know what had happened to 
him. Their request for “gods to go before 
us” was ill-considered and regressive. 
Their behaviour once the calf was made 
– “the people sat down to eat and drink 
and then stood up to engage in revelry” 
– was undisciplined and dissolute. When 
Moshe came down the mountain at God’s 
command, he “saw that the people were 
running wild for Aharon had let them run 
beyond control and become a laughing 
stock to their enemies.” What Moshe saw 
exemplified Carl Jung’s description: “The 
psychology of a large crowd inevitably 
sinks to the level of mob psychology.” 
Moshe saw a crowd.

The Vayakhel of this week’s parsha 
was quite different. Moshe sought to 
create community by getting the people 
to make personal contributions to a 
collective project, the mishkan, the 
Sanctuary. In a community, individuals 

remain individuals. Their participation 
is essentially voluntary: “Let everyone 
whose heart moves him bring an offering.” 
Their differences are valued because they 
mean that each has something distinctive 
to contribute. Some gave gold, other silver, 
others bronze. Some brought wool or 
animal skins. Others gave precious stones. 
Yet others gave their labour and skills.

What united them was not the dynamic 
of the crowd in which we are caught up 
in a collective frenzy but rather a sense 
of common purpose, of helping to bring 
something into being that was greater than 
anyone could achieve alone. Communities 
build; they do not destroy. They bring out 
the best in us, not the worst. They speak 
not to our baser emotions such as fear 
but to higher aspirations like building a 
symbolic home for the Divine Presence in 
their midst.

By its subtle use of the verb k-h-l, the 
Torah focuses our attention not only on 
the product but also the process; not only 
on what the people made but on what they 
became through making it. This is how I 
put it in The Home We Build Together: “A 
nation – at least, the kind of nation the 
Israelites were called on to become – is 
created through the act of creation itself.  
Not all the miracles of Exodus combined, 
not the plagues, the division of the sea, 
manna from heaven or water from a 
rock, not even the revelation at Sinai 
itself, turned the Israelites into a nation. 
In commanding Moshe to get the people 
to make the Tabernacle, God was in effect 
saying: To turn a group of individuals 
into a covenantal nation, they must build 
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something together.” 

“Freedom cannot be conferred by an 
outside force, not even by God Himself. 
It can be achieved only by collective, 
collaborative effort on the part of the 
people themselves. Hence the construction 
of the Tabernacle. A people is made by 
making. A nation is built by building.”

This distinction between community and 
crowd has become ever more significant in 
the 21st century. The classic example is the 
Arab Spring of 2011. Massive protests took 
place throughout much of the Arab world, 
in Tunisia, Algeria, Jordan, Oman, Egypt, 
Yemen, Sudan, Iraq, Bahrain, Libya, Kuwait, 
Syria and elsewhere. Yet it turned rapidly 
into what has been called the Arab Winter. 
The protests still continue in a number of 
these countries, yet only in Tunisia has it 
led to constitutional democracy. Protests, 
in and of themselves, are never enough to 
generate free societies. They belong to the 
logic of crowd, not community.

The same is true of social media even in 
free societies. They are great enhancements 
of existing communities, but they do not 
in and of themselves create communities. 
That takes face-to-face interaction and 
a willingness to make sacrifices for the 
sake of the group. Without this, however, 
as Mark Zuckerberg said in 2017, “social 
media can contribute to divisiveness 
and isolation.” Indeed, when used for 
virtue signalling, shaming or aggressive 
confrontation, they can create a new form 
of crowd behaviour, the electronic herd.

In his new book A Time to Build, Yuval 
Levin argues that social media have 

undermined our social lives. “They plainly 
encourage the vices most dangerous to 
a free society. They drive us to speak 
without listening, to approach others 
confrontationally rather than graciously, 
to spread conspiracies and rumours, to 
dismiss and ignore what we would rather 
not hear, to make the private public, to 
oversimplify a complex world, to react 
to one another much too quickly and 
curtly. They eat away at our capacity 
for patient toleration, our decorum, our 
forbearance, our restraint.” These are 
crowd behaviours, not community ones.

The downsides of crowds are still with 
us. So too are the upsides of community, as 
Melanie Reid’s Scottish pub demonstrates. 
I believe that creating community 
takes hard work, and that few things 
in life are more worthwhile. Building 
something with others, I discover the 
joy of becoming part of something 
greater than I could ever achieve alone.  

Shabbat Shalom. 

Covenant and Conversation 5780 is kindly 
supported by the Maurice Wohl Charitable 
Foundation in memory of Maurice and 
Vivienne Wohl z”l.

These weekly teachings from Rabbi Sacks 
are part of the ‘Covenant & Conversation’ 
series on the weekly Torah reading. Read 
more on www.rabbisacks.org.
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 Editor Emeritus, Torah Tidbits

LACHEM - 
G-d gave us a 
gift!

Those of you who know me might 
have been surprised that my 
page did not focus on Parshat 

HaChodesh, on HACHODESH HAZEH 
LACHEM... I was tempted, but I felt it 
was more timely to talk about Social 
Distancing.

And then, with the temporary closing 
of the OU Israel Center, there was more 
room freed up in Torah Tidbits for 
content. So if you are reading these 
words, the topic of the Jewish Calendar 
will be explored.

The mitzva to make the Jewish Calendar 
includes a number of components. 
Officially, the mitzva of HACHODESH 
HAZEH LACHEM is assigned to Sanhedrin. 
They must declare the first of each month 
as holy, based on eye- witness testimony 
to the first visibility of the lunar crescent. 

They must decide when to add an extra 
month to a year, so that Pesach will always 
be in the Spring (and Sukkot in the Fall). 
And, based on the Rambam, they must be 
experts in astronomy (not all members; 
a committee for Kiddush HaChodesh 
and Ibur HaShana) and calculate exactly 
when and where the first sighting of the 
moon will occur. Rambam says that this 
information is part of the mitzva, because 
the judges will then be able to determine 
the truth of the testimony offered.

Without a sitting Sanhedrin, the 
calendar is fixed by a set of rules that is 
based on calculations and the sanctifi- 
cation of the Sanhedrin of Hillel the Elder 
(as he is known).

So far, the Jewish Calendar is in the 
hands of the Sanhedrin and the eye- 
witnesses. What about the rest of us?

First of all, G-d (so to speak) decided 
to include the rules for Sanhedrin, for 
kings of Israel, for kohanim, for Nevi'im 
in the Torah that He gave to all of us. That 
means that we all must learn about all 
that the Torah contains, not just what we 
are commanded to do or not due.

Specifically, the Jewish Calendar was a 
gift from HaShem to all of us, based on 
the twice-occurring word LACHEM in the 
pasuk that presents this mitzva.

Shasha Golda bas Osher (Gladys Rose)
28th Yahrtzeit, 27 Adar

Always loved, Still missed. 
Mother, Grandmother, Sister, Aunt

by sons, Michael & Robert Rose 

PHIL CHERNOFSKY
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Sanhedrin has to do it, but we should 
all try to know about it.

For example: The actual molad (New 
Moon) of Nissan is on Tuesday, March 
24th, at 11:27am. That's what the 
members of the Sanhedrin committee 
would find out. But how come the molad 
is on Tuesday and Rosh Chodesh isn't 
until Thursday?

In our fixed calendar, because to the 
rule and exception as to when Rosh 
HaShana is, the molad of each month can 
be on R"Ch or a day or two earlier. The 
molad does not determine when Rosh 
Chodesh is. Molad and R"Ch are each 
calculated separately. They are close, but 
do not always coincide.

Interestingly, in the time of Sanhedrin - 
past and future - a molad in the morning 
would mean that the moon would not 
yet be visible that same evening. A moon 
needs to be 18 hours or more old before 
we can see it with the naked eye. So with 
a Sanhedrin, this R"Ch Nissan would also 
be on Thursday.

We should enthusiastically study all 
our mitzvot. 

 CHESED FUND
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Negba, Old-Katamon 
132 SQM duplex. Lower Level: en-suite bdrm, large 
kitchen, spacious living and dining room, sukkah 
balcony. Upper Level: 3 bdrms, large roof, parking. 
Motivated Sellers! Price: 4,950,000 ILS 

Boutique building in City Center / Musrara 
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with great views. Building features indoor pool, gym, 
sauna, 24/7 guard, underground parking, shabbat 
elevator, and storage unit. 

Mekor Chaim Garden Apatment 
Most sought after location. 2 bdrms & 2 full bath.  
Large and private garden, underground parking, and 
storage unit.  
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Old-Katamon 
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parking spots. Shabbat elevator. Under-floor heating.  
Smart home system Price: $6,500 / month  

 
Yitzchak Kowalsky 
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www.yykrealestate.com 
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The special maftir reading established 
by the Tana’im in the Mishna for 
this Shabbat HaChodesh was meant 

to remind the congregation that the time 
to offer the korban pesach, the paschal 
sacrifice, was quickly approaching, so that 
they must should prepare in advance for 
that rite. This reading from Sefer Shmot, 
includes Hashem’s instructions regarding 
the very first korban pesach, that which 
was offered in Egypt itself, some of those 
instructions were unique to that first 
paschal offering.  As our haftarah was 
meant to reflect the basic theme of the 
Maftir reading, it too speaks of the unique 
laws that would apply to the future 
paschal offerings that would be offered 
in the third Temple during the Messianic 
era.  The selection from the 45th and 46th 
chapters of Sefer Yechezkel is part of the 
final prakim of the sefer, a section that 
posed great difficulties to our Rabbis over 
the years as so many of the laws taught 
by Yechezkel contradict those that are 
found in the Torah. In fact, the G’mara 
in Masechet Shabbat (13b) declares that, 
were it not for Channaiah ben Chizkiyahu 
who reconciled the contradictions, the 
Rabbis would have withdrawn the book 
from our Holy Writings (!) Unfortunately, 
as Rashi himself comments in the 22nd 
pasuk of perek 45, we no longer have a 
record of those resolutions..

PROBING
THE PROPHETS

BY RABBI NACHMAN (NEIL) WINKLER
Faculty, OU Israel Centerl

As a result, many of our great luminaries 
tried to resolve these contradictions over 
these centuries, each in his own way. 
Rashi claimed that these laws, although 
seemingly contradictory to those of the 
Torah, actually DO correspond to the 
Torah’s laws. The Radak explained that 
these laws are new, meant to be observed 
only in the future Messianic era, in the 
Third Temple. The Malbim wrote that the 
rituals found in these chapters were part 
of the third series of “consecration” rites 
that were not meant to override those 
found in the Torah.

Interestingly, we may find a support to 
these last approaches in the comments 
made by the Ramban on the second pasuk 
of our special maftir reading (Shmot 12; 2)

“HaChodesh hazeh lachem-rosh 
chodashim, rishon hu lachem lchodshei 
hashanah.”

“This month should be for you the 
beginning of the months-….”

The Ramban explains that Nisan was 
chosen as the “first” month-not because 
it was the first month from creation but 
because it must be the first month for our 
nation alone, requiring the counting of the 
other months to be based on Nisan. For 
that reason, he continues, the Torah never 
mentions the name of any month as they 
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Faculty, OU Israel Centerl
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are identified only upon their “distance” 
from the “first” month, Nisan. The Ramban 
then gives the reason for this law: “so that 
this will serve as a remembrance of the 
great miracle (of the Exodus)”, just as the 
days of the week serve as a reminder of 
Shabbat.

Perhaps these luminaries 
understood that Geula, the 
return of our people to our 
land, was not simply in order 
that we continue the same 
relationship with the Divine 
as we had before.

Most revealing, however, is the final part 
of his commentary where he explains why, 
years later, the Babylonian names of the 
months replaced the numbers. He proposes 
that our sages established the use of the 
Babylonian names as a remembrance of 
the second redemption- that is, our release 
from the Babylonian exile. By doing so, he 
adds, our Rabbis relied upon the p’sukim 
in Sefer Yirmiyahu (16: 14-15; 23:7-8) that 
state how Hashem would be praised NOT 
as the G-d Who took us out of Egypt but 
also as the G-d Who brought Israel back 
from the land of the North.

This explanation of Nachmanides 
indicates that the second redemption 
brought with it certain changes in our 
practices. This approach, that the geula 
– any geula-would not go unnoticed but 
would impact our observances, fits in well 

with the explanations of the Radak and 
the Malbim to the seeming contradictions 
found in Sefer Yechezkel-as seen in this 
week’s haftarah. Perhaps these luminaries 
understood that Geula, the return of our 
people to our land, was not simply in order 
that we continue the same relationship 
with the Divine as we had before. Hashem 
did not bring us back so that we should 
continue where we left off.

Rather, it is incumbent upon us to 
recognize and remember the miracles-
both large and small-that G-d performed 
for us and, in recognition of this, to build a 
closer and more serious relationship with 
Him.

This understanding is so important 
for us today. We, too, are experiencing 
the Geula and we see with our own eyes 
some differences in of our observances 
from what they were in Galut. No mitzvot 
are removed or replaced, of course, 
but there are mitzvot that have been 
reborn and heightened in Israel: Truma, 
Ma’aser, Chadash, Shmitah, the daily 
Birkat Kohanim, the practice of reading 
sections of the Torah on the Chag Succot 
after Shmita-all of these and more indicate 
that life does not continue as it had always 
been but that we must see these enhanced 
practices as constant reminders of 
Hashem’s kindnesses and miracles.

Yechezkel foresaw a ritual practice that 
was not changed but was enhanced for 
that is what a Geula should do. 

That is what Yechezkel taught us. 

And that is what we must remember. 
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Rav Kehilla, Nofei HaShemesh
Maggid Shiur, Daf Yomi, OU.org
Senior Ra"M, Kerem B'Yavneh

 RABBI SHALOM
ROSNER

hidden but major difference between 
Teruma Tetzaveh and Vayakhel Pekudei. 
The switch from “Ta’asoo” to “Vaya’asoo”, 
the command to do it, and the fulfillment 
itself.   How often in life do we have 
plans, dreams, and projects, and yet we 
are unable to bring them to fruition. We 
undertake certain new year’s resolutions, 
committing ourselves to do something 
different this year and unfortunately, are 
unable to fulfill them. We may have the 
right intention, but to bring our plan to 
fruition is not always so simple. And even 
if we do end up completing the project, 
does it always go as planned, down to the 
last detail, nut and bolt? 

He was probably on the 
phone all night, with 
contractors, builders, 
suppliers.

That’s the chiddush in the repetition. 
Bnei Yisrael fulfilled their task.  The 
Mishkan was built exactly in accordance 
with Hashem’s directive to Moshe.  It is 

Bringing Plans 
to Fruition

As we review this week’s double 
parsha of Vayakhel and Pekudei, 
the content seems very familiar.  

It is not only reminiscent of what we 
read in the parshiyos of Teruma and 
Tetzaveh, in fact, many pesukim seem 
to be repeated verbatim.  We know that 
there is not one single unnecessary letter 
in the Torah.   Yet, the details of the Aron, 
Shulchan, mizbe’ach, the bigdei kehuna 
are all repeated again in these parshiyos.  
Why was it not sufficient for the Torah to 
just state in one pasuk, that Bnei Yisrael 
built the Mishkan as instructed?  We 
find in other context that entire areas of 
halacha are learned out from one pasuk, 
or even an extra letter, and yet here, we 
have an inordinate amount of seemingly 
“extra” pesukim. 

Rav Pam suggests that the repetition in 
our parshiyos is to teach us a crucial lesson 
about fulfilling our potential. There is one 
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Old Katamon
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David-0526364074.

FOR SALE

Gov-Ari Estate.

46 Betzalel st, Jerusalem.

not something to be taken for granted. 
Not always is a task completed in 
accordance with its initial expectations.  
By repeating the details, it is testament to 
Am Yisrael for completing the Mishkan, 
exactly in accordance with its original 
plan.  

One additional point to help us in this 
area. When Dovid Hamelech originally 
asks Nasan Hanavi if he could build 
the mikdash (Shmuel Beis Perek 7), he 
responds “sure, go right ahead.” Only 
after being told that night in a dream 
that it was to be Shlomo, did Nasan run 
back to Dovid and retract the permission. 
Rashi (Shmuel 2 7:4) asks why did Nasan 
have to run in the middle of the night to 
go tell Dovid? Just talk to him in shul after 
schachris? Rashi answers that that would 
be too late, Dovid was a “mahir”, someone 
who, when he had a plan, wasted no 
time carrying it out. He was probably 
on the phone all night, with contractors, 
builders, suppliers. Nasan had to go stop 
him immediately, or else the planning 
would have all been finished by the 
morning! This is the key to fulfilling plans. 
Act with alacrity and focus as soon as we 
have the idea, and then follow through to 
the best of our abilities. May we be zoche 
to not only undertake to initiate positive 
ideas, acts or changes in our lives, but 
to be able to implement our plans and 
achieve our goals!  

28, Kovshei Katamon Street, Jerusalem
Tel: 02.5633008 - www.ben-zimra.com

OLD KATAMON CLOSE TO THE SHTIBLEH
Charming 3 rooms, stone building with elevator, nice 
balcony, spacious, bright, quiet, master bedroom, parking, 
Exclusive, 2,690,000 NIS
GERMAN COLONY In the luxury Gane Katamon 
Residence, great 3 rooms, 70 sqm, balcony, good shape, 
storageroom, parking, 3 air directions, rare! Exclusive, 
3,100,000 NIS

TALPIOT Great penthouse, 5 rooms, 130 sqm, terrace 
90 sqm with view, Shabbat elevator, parking, storage, 
3,400,000 NIS
KIRYAT SHMUEL CLOSE TO PALMAH
Nice 4,5 rooms ,110 sqm, shabat elevator, balcony  
sqm,beautifully renovated, master bedroom, quiet , 
storage 3,800,000 NIS
HEART OF OLD KATAMON
beautiful 5 rooms, stone building,large  sukkah balcony , 
sunny, quiet, 4,500,000 NIS
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True Longing

The moment everyone was waiting 
for finally arrived.  It was time to 
erect the Mishkan; yet, the people 

were unable to build it.  The Torah relates 
(Shemos 39;33), that Klal Yisrael brought 
all the components of the Mishkan to 
Moshe Rabbeinu who, with help from 
Hashem, erected it by himself.  Why was 
it necessary for Moshe Rabbeinu to be the 
one to actually build the Mishkan and how 
was he able to do it single handedly?

Rav Igbi in Chachmat Hamatzpun, 
underscores the importance of beginnings.  
One purpose of the Mishkan was to atone 
for the Sin of the Golden Calf. It therefore 
had to be established the first time with 
complete purity of thought. Thus, Moshe 
Rabbeinu, who was able to direct his 
thought completely toward this holy task, 

was chosen. Rabbi Eliezer Meizlish in 
Sichot Bavodat Hashem uses Shabbat as 
a prime example of the importance of 
reishit.  The Torah states “Zachor et yom 
hashabbat lekadesho” (Shemos 20;8). We 
would therefore think that the obligation 
to make kiddush only applies on Shabbat 
morning.  However, since we want to 
begin Shabbat in a state of holiness, we 
have kiddush to usher in the night meal as 
well.  He also notes interestingly that Esav/
Western culture chose Sunday as their 
day of rest as to begin their week with 
the power of that day.  However, Judasim 
begins every day from sunset the previous 
evening; we have tosefet Shabbat which 
enables us to infuse the new week with the 
holiness of Shabbat.  He explains Chazal’s 
maxim, ‘kol hatchalot kashot, umekan 
v’elech yearav lachem’, as a general 
mindset. All beginnings must start strong, 
totally committed, and then one will see 
positive results. As such, one will not be 
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deterred by the yetzer hara’s ambitions to 
dissuade him from his commitment.

Reflects the deep Divine love 
that a person possesses

Rabbi Zaitchik in Ohr Chadash quotes 
the midrash that tells us how pained 
Moshe Rabbeinu was that he was not 
directly involved in building the Mishkan. 
Therefore, as compensation, he was 
charged with erecting the structure.  He 
notes that there is nothing so beloved to 
Hashem as one who sincerely desires to 
do a mitzvah.  The anguish that Moshe 
Rabbeinu felt was the catalyst that enabled 
him to establish the Mishkan.  Rav Moshe 
Feinstein in Darash Moshe remarks that 
the desire to do a mitzvah, even when one 
is prevented from doing so, reflects the 
deep Divine love that a person possesses.  
He suggests therefore, if a person is unable 
to sit in a sukkah one should still build 
a sukkah to show love for the mitzvah. 
Additionally, the brachah we give a 
newborn at his brit, ‘kshem shenichnas 
labrit, ken yikanes l’Torah, l’chuppah 
ul’maasim tovim” highlights this powerful 
idea. Shouldn’t massim tovim be included 
in a life of Torah, why is it singled out?  
Rav Moshe explains, this is a brachah to 
love mitzvot; even when one can’t do a 
mitzvah, it should elicit feelings of desire 
and longing.  

Moshe Rabbeinu, designated as the one 
to construct the Mishkan, shows us how 
beloved this longing was in the eyes of 
Hashem. 
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Vayakhel-
Pekudei: 
Inspired 
Hearts

Reb Nosson, the beloved and 
indefatigable talmid muvhak of 
Rebbe Nachman of Breslov, zy’a, 

dedicated his life to perpetuating and 
actualizing Rebbe Nachman’s teachings, 
expounding on “Rabbeinu’s” Torah and 
opening new pathways in Avodas Hashem. 
A focus of Reb Noson’s was encouraging 
the annual Kibbutz, the Rosh Hashanah 
gathering at Rebbe Nachman’s tziyon, 
‘burial site’, in Uman.

After two decades of meniyos, or 
challenging setbacks and obstacles, 
and without a permanent structure for 
davening near the Tziyon, a movement 
began to build a proper central synagogue, 
and Reb Noson set out to raise the 
necessary funds for construction of the 
Kloyz. Arriving in the village of Ladizin, 
he was met by a simple Jew, a day laborer 

named Reb Mendel. When Reb Mendel 
heard about the plans to build a shul in 
Uman to house the chasidim of Rebbe 
Nachman, he ran home to fetch his entire 
life savings — two rubles — and brought 
them to Reb Noson. Realizing how poor 
Reb Mendel was, Reb Noson refused to take 
the money. Reb Mendel started crying, and 
pleaded with Reb Noson to have pity on 
him and not deprive him of the great merit 
of being the first to contribute for such a 
worthy cause. Reb Noson could not refuse.

Reb Mendel’s contribution laid the 
foundation for the Kloyz, and Reb Noson 
would thereafter use this fact as part of 
his pitch to other chasidim: “This poor 
Jew gave everything he could… shouldn’t 
you?”

In later years Reb Noson would say, “I’m 
not sure what built the Kloyz more, the 
large dedications of the wealthy, or the 
retzonos of the simple Yiden yearning to 
see the shul completed, poor Yiden who 
opened their hearts… The truth is, with 
those two rubles I built the Kloyz!”

THE MISHKAN

Vayavo’u kol ish asher nasa’o libo, 
“Every person whose heart inspired him 
came…” v’chol asher nadvah rucho... “and 
everyone whose generous spirit inspired 
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him (brought their contribution for G-d, 
for the work of the Ohel Moed and the holy 
garments)” (35:21).

In our Sedra, the emphasis is on 
those contributions that were offered 
voluntarily, while in Parshas Terumah, the 
focus was on bringing donations to build 
the Mishkan as a compulsory obligation. 
Over and over again our sedra emphasizes 
the essential element in the construction 
of a dwelling place for G-d: a “generous 
spirit”. Even more important than what 
we donated for the building of the Mishkan 
was that we brought the inspiration of our 
hearts. 

 The Gemara (Sotah 9a) points out that 
in contradistinction to the first and second 
Batei Mikdash that were destroyed, the 
Mishkan was never destroyed. It was 
merely nignaz, buried, as the Kohanim 
hid away the krashim and yerios in their 
entirety. Thus, the whole form of the 
structure was maintained. 

The Lubavitcher Rebbe explained, based 
on a Midrash: the reason the Mishkan was 
never destroyed is that it was built with 
nedivas ha-lev, “heartfelt contributions” 
from a spirit of love and ratzon, desire. 
V’kasheh lifnei Hakadosh Baruch Hu 
l’hafsid kol mah she’asu b’nidvas libam, 
“And it is ‘emotionally’ difficult for 
Hashem to lose anything that the People 
made through generosity of the heart.”

May we always give with inspired hearts 
and a generous spirit, and merit building 
a permanent ‘Kloyz’ for Hashem and 
all of Am Yisrael, together, in the rebuilt 
Yerushalayim — soon and in our days! 
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The OU family joins all of Klal Yisrael 
with prayers for refua and relief from the difficult 
situation we now face. May Hashem have mercy on all His 
creations and bring peace and salvation across the globe.

The following chapter of Tehillim is recommended to be recited 
during these days:

תהילים פרק ק"ל
ִׁשיר ַהַּמֲעלֹות

ִמַּמֲעַמִּקים ְקָראִתיָך ה'

ה' ִׁשְמָעה ְבקֹוִלי

ִּתְהֶייָנה ָאְזֶניָך ַקֻּׁשבֹות ְלקֹול ַּתֲחנּוָני

ִאם-ֲעֹונֹות ִּתְׁשָמר קה ה' ִמי ַיֲעמֹד

ִּכי-ִעְּמָך ַהְּסִליָחה ְלַמַען ִּתָּוֵרא

ִקִּויִתי ה' ִקְּוָתה ַנְפִׁשי ְוִלְדָברֹו הֹוָחְלִּתי

ַנְפִׁשי לה' ִמּׁשְֹמִרים ַלּבֶֹקר ׁשְֹמִרים ַלּבֶֹקר

 ַיֵחל ִיְׂשָרֵאל ֶאל ה' 

 ִּכי-ִעם ה' ַהֶחֶסד ְוַהְרֵּבה ִעּמֹו ְפדּות

ְוהּוא, ִיְפֶּדה ֶאת-ִיְׂשָרֵאל ִמּכֹל ֲעֹונָֹתיו
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This brand new Hebrew edition presents the traditional 
Haggadah along with outstanding analyses and commentary 
based on the teachings of Rabbi Joseph B. Soloveitchik zt”l.  
 

www.korenpub.com 
Now Available online, at the OU Israel 
Center and at local Jewish bookstores
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Kashering a 
Microwave 
for Pesach 

Basic Principle of Kashering:

The basic principle in kashering 
any utensil in general (year 
round) is “k’bolo kach polto,” food 

flavor releases the same way it absorbs. 
[Literally – “spits the way it swallows”]. 
This principle teaches us that in order to 
remove the flavor of a food we have to use 
the same means with which the food was 
absorbed. For example, if non-kosher food 
is cooked in a pot in water, the utensil is 
kashered by immersing the pot in boiling 
water to remove the non-kosher flavor. 
Similarly, a barbeque rack absorbs heat 
through direct flame without any contact 
with water. According to “k’bolo kach 
polto,” a bbq rack is therefore kashered by 
flame.

What is the necessary procedure for 
kashering a utensil used for various types 
of cooking? For example, if a skewer is 
used both in liquids and on an open fire, 
how should it be kashered? The answer 
is disputed amongst halachic authorities. 
The Rashba (Responsa 1:372) holds that 

we kasher by the majority use, meaning 
if the utensil was mostly used with boiling 
liquids then it should be kashered with 
boiling water. If the utensil was mostly 
used with direct flame, it is kashered 
through flame. This concept of majority-
use is called “rov tashmisho.” The 
Raavyah (Issur V’heter 58:45-46) however, 
disagrees. He brings proof to kasher by the 
method of the utensil’s minority use. The 
Raavyah  bases his opinion on the concept 
of “miut tashmisho.” Thus kashering is 
carried out by the minority- use, if it is 
the more stringent method. A classic case 
where the Rashba and Raavyah disagree 
is plates that are normally used for cold 
food, yet are occasionally used for hot 
foods. According to the Rashba, we can 
be lenient and rely on the majority use, 
and suffice with washing in cold water. In 
contrast, the Raavyah would be stringent 
and require boiling water to kasher the 
plates.

In a microwave, the main 
absorption of flavor is 
through steam

The Shulchan Aruch, (OC 451:6), which 
sets Sefardic custom, rules like the 
Rashba, while the Rema (Ibid) is stringent 
like the Raavyah. The consensus amongst 

OU KASHRUT
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for Kashrut Education
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Ashkenazic Jewry is to follow the Rema.

However, an instance in which we 
can rely on rov tasmisho, as held by the 
Shulchan Aruch, relates to a microwave. 
In a microwave, the main absorption of 
flavor is through steam (in halachic terms 
this is called “zeiah”) which enters the 
walls of the microwave. The walls of the 
microwave generally do not have direct 
food contact, although there can be an 
occasional splatter. If so, the Rema would 
require using a direct flame to kasher the 
walls of the microwave. However since 
this is not feasible we can rely on the 
Shulchan Aruch’s position and kasher by 
steam.

Kashering for Pesach:

In order to kasher a microwave for 
Pesach, it must be thoroughly cleaned 
and left for 24 hours. Then, a cup of water 
should be boiled in the microwave for 10 
minutes, until it produces thick steam. The 
thick steam removes the flavor, which is 
the “k’bolo kach polto.” The cup should 
then be moved and boiled for another 10 
minutes. This additional steaming will 
produce a greater abundance of “zeiah” 
than previously, thereby heating the walls 
and causing the chametz to be released by 
the steam.

Regarding the microwave’s glass plate 

The OU Israel Gustave & Carol Jacobs Center for Kashrut Education was created to raise awareness 
and educate the public in all areas of Kashrut in Israel. Rabbi Ezra Friedman, a Rabbinic Field 
Representative for the OU is the Center's director.

 Kashrut Questions in Israel? 
Call or Whatsapp Rabbi Friedman at 

050-200-4432

which sometimes has food splatter onto 
it, some authorities recommend the 
plate be switched for Pesach if possible. 
According to others, there perhaps is 
room to rely on the lenient opinions and 
immerse the plate in boiling hot water for 
Pesach use. 
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BY RABBI SAM SHOR
Program Director, OU Israel Center

SIMCHAT SHMUEL 

Our Sedra this week, Parshat 
VaYakhel, highlights the efforts of 
Betzalel and his team of artisans 

who are charged with the sacred task of 
crafting the many vessels to be used in 
the Mishkan. However in describing the 
construct of the Aron, the Torah tells us 
Vayaas Betzalel et HaAron- And Betzalel 
fashioned the aron. Unlike all the other 
vessels, which were worked on by many, 
the Torah tells us that when it came to the 
aron, Betzalel himself fashioned the aron.

One might ask, why were all the other 
keilim constructed by many, but the aron, 
Betzalel seems to have insisted to construct 
himself- what was so significant about the 
aron that Betzalel  chose to construct it 
himself?

Our Chazal  in the Midrash Rabba offer 
the following explanation: When Moshe 
instructed Betzalel to assemble a team to 
construct the Mishkan, Betzalel in turn 

asked Moshe, what is the purpose of this 
tabernacle? Moshe answered him by saying 
that Hashem desires a dwelling among 
the Jewish people to be able to teach them 
Torah. Betzalel then insisted that if that is 
the purpose of the Mishkan, then first there 
must be a proper place for Torah within the 
Mishkan, and then and only then the rest of 
the enterprise can be constructed.

The Avodat Elazar of Koshnitz zy’a, 
in explaining this Midrash, points out 
that every single Jewish home is called a 
Mikdash Me’at- a miniature sanctuary. 
If indeed the actual sanctuary required 
that the focal point, or essential purpose 
of the sanctuary, was to create a space for 
Hashem’s presence to teach Torah to the 
Jewish People, then to our homes must 
have as their essence a central place for 
Torah. Torah should be the focal point that 
one sees and experiences when they enter 
the Jewish Home.

This beautiful teaching should inspire 
each of us to consider the atmosphere and 
environment we create in our homes. Do 
our furnishings, decor and overall settings 
indeed project that sense that Torah is the 
focal point of our Mikdash Me’at?

May each of us take to heart to emulate 
the lesson we learn from Betzalel, to create 
within our own homes a place for Torah 
and Hashem’s presence. 
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Editor, Torah TidbitsRABBI AARON
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Hashem 
Desires the 
Heart
אָֹתּ֑ה  ַלֲעשׂ֣וֹת  ָלאָכ֖ה  ְלָכל־ַהמְּ ַדיָּ֛ם  ָהְיָת֥ה  ָלאָכ֗ה  ְוַהמְּ

ר )שמות לו:ז( ְוהוֹתֵֽ

“And the work was enough for them to 
do it [build the Mishkan] and there was 
extra” (Shemot 36:7).

The Ohr HaChaim Hakadosh, Rabbi 
Chaim ben Atar (1696-1743), one of the 
greatest Torah commentators, asked, “Are 
not these words contradictory?” Was there 
just enough material to build the Mishkan 
or was there extra material?

Several Chassidic Masters were 
intrigued with this query. 

Rebbe Chaim of Chernovitz (1760-
1816) offered the following parable 
as a solution (Be’er Mayim Chaim,                                                                                     
)פרשת ויקהל ד"ה המלאכה היתה דים

An esteemed guest comes over to visit. 
When he arrives, the table is set and a 
meal has been prepared. It goes without 
saying that he will place on the table food 
and drink far beyond what his guest will 
eat. On the table, the honored guest is 
treated to a full loaf of bread, food, and 

drink, well beyond what he will consume.

This is the meaning, suggests the Rebbe, 
of the words ‘enough’ and ‘more’. There is 
no contradiction in terms: this is precisely 
how one shows reverence for an admired 
companion.

The Jewish people expressed their love 
for Hashem, knowing that they offered 
more than what was needed, in the same 
way that one offers a meal for an honored 
guest.

The Ohr Hachaim added the following 
spiritual dimension. Indeed, the people 
brought more than what was needed. God 
was concerned with the dignity of each 
person who made the effort to donate. In 
order that no person felt that their efforts 
were in vain, God made it that everything 
brought for the building of the Mishkan 
miraculously fit, and nothing was unused. 
Hence, even though in reality, there was 
extra, God wondrously made it all fit so 
that it seemed as though there was exactly 
enough. God ensured that the extra was 
incorporated and that all donations were 
used.

Perhaps, the most innovative approach 
explaining the seeming contradiction 
between the terms, ‘enough’ and ‘extra’ is 
offered by the Sfat Emet (1847-1905) Rebbe 
Yehuda Aryeh Leib Alter, the Rebbe of Ger.
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The Jewish people gave most generously 
toward the project of building the 
Mishkan. They opened their hearts and 
generously donated towards constructing 
a home for Hashem’s presence to reside. 
However, at some point along the way, 
their pure intentions became less noble; 
inflated ego, competitiveness, and an 
expectation for accolades and recognition 
seeped into their hearts.

One who does more is the 
same as one who does less, as 
long as his heart is directed to 
Heaven (Menachot 110a)

When Moshe took note of this 
change of heart he immediately put a 
stop the collection, ve’dayo; he put a 
halt to their donations. He detected a 
lack of purity of heart. However, now 
there was ‘extra’,ve’hotair. There were 
donations and gifts which were given 
without the correct kavana which could 
not be used for the sacred project.                                                                       
)שפת אמת תרל"ו ד"ה בפסוק(

The Sfat Emet quotes the holy Baal Shem 
Tov who taught that with every mitzvah 
we perform one must be on guard that 
it doesn’t cause self righteousness or 
arrogance. If one does not feel a greater 
sense of awe and reverence for the 
Almighty the act was not performed 
properly (‘Keter Shem Tov’ 6, Ot 38)                   
)שפת אמת תרל"ה ד"ה בפסוק(

This unique explanation spotlights a 
primary concern in Chassidic thought. 

Editor, Torah Tidbits
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Namely, the importance and consequence 
of kavana in our observance of the mitzvot; 
intent, control of mind, and sincerity, 
are powerfully important factors in our 
service to Hashem. ‘Rachmana Liba Bai’, 
“The Merciful One desires the heart.” 
(Talmud Sanhedrin 106b). There is nothing 
more dear to Hashem than a mitzvah 
done with genuineness and a full heart. 

Rebbe Meshulam Feish HaLevi Lowy, 
the Tosher Rebbe zt” (1921-2015) was a 
survivor of a glorious chain of  Rebbes. He 
remained nearly alone after the Holocaust 
and began to rebuild his dynasty in 
Montreal in the 1950s.

The following story was recently relayed 
in the pages of ‘Torah Tidbit’s, by Rav Judah 
Mischel, a close chaver and outstanding 
teacher of spirituality and Chassidut.

The Rebbe asked a devoted Chassid, 
Reb Yisrael Moshe, to write out a sizable 
check to someone whose home was at risk 
of foreclosure. When Reb Yisrael Moshe 
agreed to give the tzedakah, the Rebbe 
added a request: “Reb Yisrael Moshe, I 
want you to go mail the check now, while 
I wait on the phone. Please tell me when 
it’s done.”

“I can call the Rebbe back, he doesn’t 
have to wait on the phone,” Reb Yisrael 
Moshe offered. 

The Rebbe thanked him and said he 
would wait. Reb Yisrael Moshe wrote the 
check, signed it, 

placed it in an envelope, headed down 
the street, and dropped the envelope in a 
mailbox. Several minutes later, he lifted 
the receiver and told the Rebbe, who had 
been waiting, that the check was en route 
to its destination. 

“Wonderful, yasher koach,” said the 
Rebbe, “now I want you to do something 
else. Please go to the corner of the room 
and say, ‘Ribbono Shel Olam, did I really 
do something so special? After all, I simply 
took some of the money You blessed me 
with and shared it with a brother of mine 
who is in need. Ribbono Shel Olam, You 
gave me this money and allowed me the 
zechus of sharing it… so Ribbono Shel Olam, 
thank You for letting me do my part.’”

Then the Rebbe added: “Reb Yisrael 
Moshe, say, ‘Ribbono Shel Olam...ich hub 
gurnisht geteen, I did nothing at all.” (Based 
on ‘The Tosher Rebbe’, Artscroll Books)
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The story of the Rebbe of Toshe pairs 
well with the episode of the Israelites 
donating to the Mishkan. Moshe was 
concerned with his people’s inner 
thoughts and objectives, especially within 
the context of  building a beis Hashem, a 
house for God.

Interestingly, this very notion is found 
codified in the opening chapter of the 
Shulchan Aruch (Orach Chaim 1:4), and 
is meant to be applied to our daily living. 
In the context of prayer, the following 
is stated: “Better few supplications 
with concentration than much without 
concentration.” The Chofetz Chaim 
comments that this idea is based on the 
Talmudic principle, “One who does more 
is the same as one who does less, as long as 
his heart is directed to Heaven (Menachot 
110a).” He points out that the same is 
true in the area of Torah study. There are 
those who are capable of covering vast 
ground and others who can learn less, but 
both are equal in the eyes of the Almighty, 
based on their own abilities and strengths 
and intent. (Mishna Berurah, Orach 
Chayim 1: 4, seif katan 12)

How does one maintain the sincere 

motivations and purity of service when, 
so often, we are swayed by inimical 
internal and external influences?

The Chafetz Chaim, commenting on 
this law in Shulchan Aruch says: “Each 
and every day, a person should set aside 
time to learn books that teach ethics and 
devotion.” The illustrious sage advises 
us to have scheduled time to study sifrei 
mussar which instruct purity of mind and 
heart. 

The passage in our parsha which 
describes the donations to the Mishkan 
states,”Whoever is of a willing heart, 
let him bring it, an offering of the 
Almighty”(Shemot 35:5). Rabbi Simcha 
Zissel of Kelm (1824-1898), the illustrious 
leader of the Mussar movement, who 
looks at the language of the verse 
carefully asks, “To what does “it” refer?” 
He answers that this verse means that 
those who bring gifts should bring their 
heart along with the offerings. It isn’t 
enough to just to give money or an object, 
even from the heart; God wants us to give 
our hearts themselves, our whole heart. 
Rachmana Liba Bai, “The Merciful One 
desires the heart.” 
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The Art Of 
Leadership

Nowadays, we are often mistrustful 
of our leaders – because they 
often let us down. We might also 

believe that they acquired their leadership 
roles, not based on qualification, but on 
nepotism, “protectzia,” or some other 
nefarious antecedent. Our skepticism, 
of course, is not a new phenomenon: We 
can trace it all the way back to this week’s 
Parsha.  

The appointment of Bezalel as the chief 
artisan of the Mishkan is a case in point. 
G-d called Bezalel by name and filled him 
with the spirit of Hashem in “in all manner 
of workmanship.” Notably, Bezalel’s 
divine appointment as related to Moshe is 
preceded by the term “See!”

When Moshe later recounts Bezalel’s 
lofty position to the people, he also employs 
the expression “See!” Which leads us to ask 
why was it necessary for both Hashem and 
Moshe to employ a seemingly redundant 
imperative term, by way of introduction to 
Bezalel’s appointment? 

Following Nechama Leibowitz, the 
term “See!” alerts the listener for whom 
it was especially important to clarify that 
the appointment of Bezalel was divine. 
For suspicions and criticisms of Bezalel’s 
appointment were just around the corner.

The first cause for suspicion, to cite 
Ramban, was that the people found it 
incredible that such a talented artisan 
could exist in the first place. For where 
would a previous slave ever have acquired 
such multifarious talents?  

Then the people had every reason to 
suspect Moshe (the king) whose appointees 
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were all from his clan: The Leviyim, Aharon 
and his sons, Eliezer (Prince of the House of 
Levi), and the sons of Kehat (bearers of the 
Mishkan). Those appointments did not go 
smoothly as Korach’s rebellion indicates: 
The people would naturally suspect that 
favoritism was at play.

The people would then ask: “How come 
Bezalel’s appointment was made without 
our being consulted?” The Talmud, 
however, relates that Hashem first 
consulted Moshe and, having received 
Moshe’s consent to Bezalel’s appointment, 
G-d then advised Moshe to likewise consult 
with the people (cf. Berachot 55a). 

The force of the term “See!” is thus an 
entreaty to the receiver of the message to 
“see” in the sense of inquiring, discerning, 
and deciding. Hashem seeks Moshe’s 
agreement and Moshe, in turn, seeks the 
cooperation of the people. By doing so, 
Moshe also preempted the inevitable 
grumblings and petty criticisms; he allayed 
the people’s suspicions. 

Specifically, because people suspect the 
intentions of those in office, Chazal teach 
that public servants should strive to be 
beyond suspicion.  Thus, so that the people 
should not say, “What do you expect of 
the man in charge of the Mishkan [and of] 
talents of silver and gold…that he should 
not be rich!?” (Midrash Tanchumah), 
Moshe gave an account to the very last 
shekel of the income accrued in the 
Mishkan. 

Shabbat Shalom!
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“G” Dash “D”?
Question: Some people write Hashem’s 

Name in English as “G-d.” Is that 
necessary, or are the halachot of Hashem’s 
Name only in Hebrew? If a Name can be 
in any language, then isn’t “G-d” another 
recognized form to write Hashem’s Name 
and have the same problem? 

Answer: What to consider a Name of 
Hashem is significant in several areas of 
Halacha, and the answer needs not be 
uniform. 

The Torah prohibition of erasing 
Hashem’s Name (Makkot 22a) applies only 
to the seven principle Names (Rambam, 
Yesodei Hatorah 6:2); poskim posit that 
Hashem’s Name in different languages 
(= la’az) would not be included. Yet the 
Rambam (Shvuot 2:1-2) says that an oath, 
which must invoke Hashem, is binding 
in any language. There is a machloket 
Rishonim (see Bemareh Habazak VII:75) 
whether even the Name can be in a 
different language or only the rest of the 

FROM THE VIRTUAL DESK OF THE

OU VEBBE REBBE
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oath. Another question is whether it is 
forbidden to utter a Name in la’az in a 
meaningless way or in an unnecessary 
beracha (see Shut R. Akiva Eiger I:25). It 
turns out that the prohibition on erasing 
might be more limited than some other 
applications. The Shach (Yoreh Deah 
179:11) rules that the Name in la’az is not 
a halachic Name. On the other hand, the 
Netivot Hamishpat (27:1) and Urim (27:2) 
posit that is fully considered a holy Name. 

The prospect the paper will 
lie in garbage dumps

Although he says it is permitted to erase 
“God,” the Mishna Berura (85:10) forbids 
disgracing that Name by uttering it in a 
dirty place, e.g., a bathroom. Therefore, 
even those who are not fully stringent about 
a Name in la’az may forbid disgracing a 
written version (see Ginzei Hakodesh 
7:12). In Bemareh Habazak (ibid.) we dealt 
with the question of bringing dollar bills 
(which include, “In God we trust”) into 
a bathroom uncovered. We permitted 
it because of several possible mitigating 
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factors, including that it is printed without 
intention for something holy.

Many observant Jewish English speakers 
write Hashem’s Name normally and many 
insert a dash. An individual’s writing is, in 
some ways, more stringent than dollar bills 
because he is writing it himself, especially 
if it is in the context of divrei Torah or 
serious references to Hashem (not, a 
flippant “OMG”). On the other hand, does 
an individual, at the time he wants to write 
about Hashem, have to be concerned it 
will be disgraced later? Although different 
contexts are different, the gemara (Rosh 
Hashana 18b), regarding writing a Name 
in documents, says we are supposed to look 
ahead. The Netivot and Urim (ibid.) spoke 
strongly against writing “adieu” (literally 
“with Hashem” in French) because of the 
prospect the paper will “lie in garbage 
dumps.” Rav Soloveitchik dismissed these 
concerns because he was convinced that 
“God” is not a Name. Thus, both practices 
have sources and logic to stand on.

Does the dash help? Rav Soloveitchik 
posited that it did not because if there 
a problem with what Names in la’az 
represents, then “G-d” also represents 
Hashem. However, this contention is not 
fully convincing. First, the Achiezer (III:32) 
presented, as a simple policy solution for a 
Yiddish paper, to put a dash between the 
Gimmel and Tet of the Yiddish Name. The 

Rama (YD 276:10) deals with abbreviations 
or written substitutes of the seven Names 
(in Hebrew). He says that one may erase 
“yud yud” written in place of Hashem’s 
main Name, but only in the case of need 
(the Gra ad loc. views this as a chumra). 
The Minchat Yitzchak (IX:62) equates the 
dashes separating between the letters of 
a Hebrew Name to the Rama’s case. The 
Avnei Nezer (YD 365) posits that dashes 
actually indicate that the separated letters 
form one word and thus dashes do not 
help. However, it is likely that they agree 
if the dash is in place of a missing letter. 
(Google-search “G-d” and see if it is obvious 
in English that it refers to Hashem.) While 
the Rama is “a little machmir” regarding 
“yud yud,” that is a hint to a Hebrew 
Name, not what the Achiezer and we are 
referring to. 

In summary then, while it might be 
fine to write “God,” for those who prefer 
to be machmir, “G-d” offers a marked 
improvement. 
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 Machon Puah for Fertility and
Gynecology in Accordance with Halacha RABBI GIDEON

WEITZMAN

Tubal 
Ligation

In the next few weeks I would like 
to review a question and a series of 
answers from the first volume of 

Shut Puah. This book, which is the first in 
what is now a three-part series, and will 
definitely extend to several more volumes, 
brings some of the difficult questions 
received at PUAH. The questions were 
sent to a number of prominent poskim and 
their answers are presented in the book. 
The first volume deals with various forms 
of contraception and one of the questions 
relates to tubal ligation.

Tubal ligation is an extreme surgical 
form of pregnancy prevention, during 
which a surgical procedure is performed 
to cut or block both fallopian tubes. 

The fallopian tube carries the egg from 
the ovary to the uterus and it is where 
fertilization takes place. Once the egg 
is fertilized in the fallopian tube it then 
descends into the uterus and is implanted 
in the lining of the uterus, called the 
endometrial lining.

After tubal ligation, fertilization cannot 
occur and so this permanently renders 
a woman infertile. While it is possible 
to re-attach the tubes, this is a difficult 
procedure which is often not successful in 
re-instating a woman’s fertility. A woman 
still produces eggs that can be extracted 
directly from the ovary and used in an 
in-vitro fertilization, but generally this 
is considered to be irreversible. This 
is a reasonably common procedure. 
In America alone, more than half a 
million women undergo this procedure 
every year. In fact it is one of the most 
frequently performed surgeries and so it 
is possible that a woman will be advised 
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by her doctor that this is a safe and easy 
permanent contraceptive method.

However, there is a serious halachic 
problem regarding tubal ligation. The 
Torah (Vayikra 22:24) writes “you shall 
not offer to God any animal with crushed, 
torn or cut testicles, and in your land you 
should not do so.” The Torah prohibits not 
only offering an animal with damaged 
reproductive organs but of doing so in our 
land. Thus castration is prohibited and, as 
such, it would appear that there is a Torah 
prohibition against tubal ligation which is 
a form of castration.

But there is an argument as to whether 
the Torah prohibition against castration 
is limited to men or includes women. One 
reason for the verse only relating to men 
is based on the comparison to animals 
brought as sacrifices. Since only male 
animals were offered in the Temple and 
the verse specifically mentions damage to 
testicles, it would appear that men alone 
are included in the Torah prohibition.

More on this next week.   

The Puah Institute is based in Jerusalem 
and helps couples from all over the world 
who are experiencing fertility problems.

Offices in Jerusalem, New York, Los 
Angeles & Paris. Contact (Isr) 02-651-5050 
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WALK THROUGH
THE PARSHA  WITH RABBI DAVID WALK

Tempus Fugit

When I was in high school, I had 
a friend who drove classmates 
crazy. He would sit behind 

another student, saying, ‘Tick, tick, tick, 
tick, etc.’ At some point, he’d blurt out, 
‘Boom!’ The poor, unfortunate student 
would generally jump out of his/her 
seat, get a nasty look from the teacher. 
You never knew when the ‘Boom’ was 
coming. The ‘time bomb’ could go off 
anytime during the 42-minute class. It 
drove people insane. It never happened 
to me, but I witnessed it many times. The 
fascinating thing about the victims, they 
all claimed that time stood still. Waiting for 
the inevitable made the clock crawl. Our 
special Torah reading this week also raises 
some interesting questions about time.

This week we read parshat Hachodesh, 
which contains the mitzva to establish a 

calendar. It begins like this: This month 
shall be to you the head of the months; to 
you it shall be the first of the months of the 
year (Shmot 12:2). Then the Torah turns to 
the mitzvot of Pesach. But I want to stay 
with the calendar.

The word for month is CHODESH, whose 
root is CHADASH or ‘new’. Our month, 
therefore, begins with newness, which we 
understand to mean the first sighting of the 
new moon. Then comes the crucial word, 
LACHEM, which means ‘for (or ‘to’) you’. 
Which our Sages understood to mean the 
collective ’you’ of the Jewish community, 
represented by the Sanhedrin, great 
court in Yerushalayim. We, the Jewish 
people, declare the months which, in turn, 
establish the calendar.

Fine, but why? We already had a Divinely 
ordained time system in place: Shabbat. 
God declared and sanctified Shabbat from 
the time of Adam. The whole calendar 
could be like Shavuot. Count a certain 
number of weeks and then celebrate the 
next holiday. Why do we need a second, 
artificial system?

There’s a famous MUSAR (spiritual 
lesson) idea that we were commanded 
to make this calendar to remind to take 
control of the time allotted to us. I’d like to 
suggest another.
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This mitzva was, of course, given to 
Moshe (there was a role for Aharon, too). 
This is the first mitzva given through 
Moshe. There’s also only one chapter of 
Tehillim attributed to Moshe, and I believe 
they are connected.

Psalm 90 begins, ‘A prayer of Moshe, the 
man of God.’ However, the content of the 
poem doesn’t really sound like a prayer. It 
sounds more like a philosophic statement 
about the differences between God and 
humanity. ‘Before mountains were born...
from eternity to eternity You are God...
For a thousand years in your eyes are like 
the passing of yesterday, like a watch of 
the night (verses 2 & 4).’ God’s nature is 
to be forever; God’s personal name is the 
Eternal (Y-H-V-H).

What about humans? ‘The days of our 

years are but seventy years, and if one 
is strong, eighty (verse 10).’ Humanity is 
fleeting; we are ADAM from the dust and 
to the dust.

Now we can discuss why there must be 
a human calendar alongside the Divine 
weekly schedule. There are two concepts 
of time. The human fleeting clock, and 
the Divine forever clock. The first mitzva 
given to the Jewish nation is to deal with 
that incomprehensible reality. We are 
finite, but living an infinite system.

When we sanctify the month, establish 
the calendar, commemorate the Festivals, 
we are acknowledging our ephemeral 
existence, but we are still connected to 
the Infinite. Because when you keep the 
Torah, you really can go to Infinity and 
beyond!  
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Moshe’s DNA 
(and Ours?)

When the Mishkan was set up 
and all its furnishings put in 
place, Moshe, acting as the 

Kohen Gadol, performed the AVODA that 
inaugurated the Mishkan. As a Divine 
sign that all was done properly and the 
Mishkan was indeed ready to serve as 
the place where Gd’s Shechina could be 
seen, a Heavenly Cloud hovered above 
the Mishkan. As the Torah states, “Moshe 
could not enter the Tent of Meeting, for 
Gd’s Cloud had rested on it, and Gd’s Glory 
filled the Mishkan.” (Shemot 40:35)

Why is Gd’s Shechina concealed in 
a cloud? The answer is that clouds 
conceal what is within and behind them, 
and are therefore a metaphor for the 

RABBI EPHRAIM
SPRECHER Faculty, OU Israel Center

incomprehensible infinity of Gd, which 
is beyond the ability of even the greatest 
human being, Moshe, to comprehend. 
This is why once Gd’s Shechina rested on 
the Mishkan, even Moshe could not enter 
it.

So what is the lesson for us in 
our daily lives? 

However, in the beginning of the very 
next book of the Torah, VAYIKRA, Gd 
calls to Moshe from within the Mishkan, 
inviting him to enter, despite the Divine 
Cloud resting on it and Gd’s Glory filling 
it.

Today we have no Mishkan, so what 
is the lesson for us in our daily lives? 
Lubavitcher Rebbe explains, that just as 
in the Mishkan, Gd also reveals Himself to 
us through Torah and Mitzvot. According 
to Kabbalah, every Jew possesses Moshe’s 
DNA (Divine Natural Ability) to selflessly 
devote ourselves to Gd and to do His will.

Gd calls out (VAYIKRA) to each and 
every one of us through our DNA that we 
all share with Moshe, enabling us to enter 
the beauty of the Torah and commune 
with Gd’s Shechina. By fulfilling Gd’s 
Mitzvot, Torah Study, and fervent prayer, 
we refine our souls so that we can perceive 
and feel Gd’s presence in our daily lives. 
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Announcement 
of the Kilaim 
Prohibition

The Mishnah in Shekalim (1:1-2) 
states about kilei zera’im:

“On the first of Adar they [Beit 
din] make a public announcement about 
the shekels and concerning kila’im... 
At first they [Beit din] used to uproot [the 
kila’im] and throw them before them. 
[But] when the transgressors increased 
in number, they used to uproot them and 
throw them on the roads. [Finally], they 
decreed that they should make the whole 
field ownerless.”

Supervision for consumers or for 
farmers?

Today, one of the rabbinate’s duties is 
to oversee kashrut supervision on behalf 
of consumers—to verify that the food 
is kosher. In Israel, it also ensures that 
produce is ready-to-eat: it supervises 
for orlah and separation of terumot and 
ma’aserot. 

During Chazal’s time we don’t see that 
the rabbinical court was in charge of any 
of these areas—only growing kila’im. 

Probebly, there was a substantially 
different understanding of the role of 
the rabbinical court during the times of 
Chazal and the role the rabbinate has 
today.

As opposed to untithed produce, which 
is forbidden to eat as long as terumot 
and ma’aserot have not been separated, 
kilei zera’im produce is permitted to eat, 
despite the fact that it was forbidden to 
cultivate. Even though the produce is 
permitted to eat, the rabbinical court 
supervised the growers to ensure 
that they didn’t transgress the kila’im 
prohibition.

While today the rabbinate makes 
sure that the consumer receives 
kosher food, during the times of 
Chazal, the beit din was concerned 
that the farmer—the feeder—is kosher 
(doesn’t sin).

Part of our responsibility as consumers 
is to ensure that the method our food is 
prepared is kosher and that no prohi-
bitions are transgressed, inadvertently 
or intentionally, along the way. Chazal 
wanted to ensure that all strata of the 
population—not only consumers, but 
also those who work hard all year long to 
produce food for everyone—properly ob-
serve the laws of the sanctity of the Land 
of Israel. 
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MIDEI CHODESH
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Begin at the 
Beginning: 
But 
Where’s the 
Beginning?

The question should be simple 
enough to answer… 

When does the Jewish year 
begin?

The problem is, however, there is no 
clear “beginning” to the Jewish year. While 
other faith traditions identify one yearly 
date as their year’s commencement; 
the Jewish calendar contains numerous 
Rashei Shana, dates identified as “Heads 
of the Year.” Our year is apparently 
“multi-headed,” featuring a number of 
possible “beginnings.” 

We might be tempted to suggest that 
this phenomenon reflects our people’s 
famed inability to agree with each other 
on anything. The truth, however, is 
much more profound. The Jewish year’s 
multiple portals reflect the natural 
cycles around us that “begin” at different 
times of the year. As the Spring season 

approaches, for example, the 15th day of 
the month of Shevat is recognized as the 
“Head of the Year” for trees. With the 
arrival of Fall, the first day of the month 
of Elul is identified as the “Head of the 
Year” for domesticated animals. The list 
continues... 

By reminding us that we share the globe 
with all of God’s creations, our yearly 
passage helps counteract our innate 
self-centered view of the world. We are 
alerted to the fact that we are not alone. 
The natural world surrounding us has 
independent value. Our year must mirror 
its presence and importance, as well.

He fulfills his divinely 
ordained role only when 
he plays out his uniqueness 
against the backdrop of the 
surrounding world; only when 
he sets an example of holiness 
for others.

The question, however, remains. When 
does our year begin? Accepting that the 
various Rashei Shana of the year mark 
the multiple “beginnings” surrounding 
us, when is the Jew’s Rosh Hashana? What 
exact calendar date marks the beginning 
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of our yearly journey?

At first blush, the answer to this 
question would seem evident. Clearly, our 
year begins in the Fall with the two-day 
Biblical festival that opens the month of 
Tishrei. Designated in Rabbinic sources 
as Rosh Hashana, the Head of the Year, 
this festival launches a period of deep 
personal introspection and is universally 
seen as the Jewish year’s beginning.

Surprisingly, however, another viable 
calendar candidate presents itself for 
the year’s beginning. Centuries before 
the rabbis label the first days of Tishrei 
as Rosh Hashana, the Torah itself openly 
refers to the month we are about to 
enter, the Springtime month of Nissan, 
as the “first of the months of the year.” 
In addition, the Torah relates that God 
launches the Jewish calendar on Rosh 
Chodesh Nissan, the first day of this “first 
month” of Nissan, immediately prior to 
the Israelites’ Exodus from Egypt.  This 
momentous act initiates the Divine 
transmission of mitzvot to the Israelites. 
Finally, Nissan prominently features the 
Festival of Pesach, which marks the onset 
of the Jewish national journey. Based 
on this clear biblical testimony, Rosh 
Chodesh Nissan is a logical candidate for 
the Jewish year’s beginning.

A quandary, therefore…

Which date shall we choose as the 
beginning of our year? Should we view our 
yearly cycle as beginning in the Fall season, 
with the month of Tishrei; or does the year 
begin now, exactly six months later, in the 
Spring, with the onset of Nissan?
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Apparently, we are not meant to choose, 
at all. So complex is the Jew’s place in 
the world that his yearly passage must 
include two Rashei Shana. His personal 
yearly cycle begins, not once, but twice, a 
year.

The Rashei Shana of Tishrei and Nissan 
speak with very different voices…

The Tishrei Rosh Hashana liturgy 
proclaims: “On this day the world came 
into being. On this day He (God) makes 
all creatures of the world stand in 
judgement.” The universal tone struck by 
this statement courses through the entire 
festival. God is the God of all creation; we 
loudly declare. The entire world, not just 
the Jew, is judged on this holy occasion. As 
each Jew traverses this uniquely personal 
festival, he is meant to do so with an acute 
awareness of his shared humanity with 
those around him. All of God’s creatures 
have inherent value in the eyes of their 
creator; all of mankind has its place and 
its role to play in God’s world.

If the Rosh Hashana of Tishrei is 
universal, however, the Rosh Hashana 
of Nissan is specific. Nissan celebrates 
the birth of the Jewish nation and the 
establishment of its unique relationship 
with God. The central festival of this 
month, the Festival of Pesach, marks 
God’s hand in history, as he leads his 
“Chosen People” towards freedom and 
nationhood. Nissan reminds the Jew of 
his distinctiveness, of the exceptional 
place that he occupies in God’s world, and 
of the role that he alone is meant to play 
in that world.

Evidence of the philosophical distinction 
between these two Rashei Shana is seen 
in a technical Talmudic mandate. Legal 
contracts that are dated according to the 
reign of non-Jewish kings, say the rabbis, 
must reflect the ‘universal’ Rosh Hashana 
of Tishrei. Contracts, on the other hand, 
which reference the reign of Jewish kings, 
are dated according to the ‘Jewish’ Rosh 
Hashana of Nissan. 

This is a crisis shared with 
the world, and our heartfelt 
concern must be for all who 
are in pain

The message delivered by the structure 
of our calendar could not be more 
powerful or profound…

With the Jewish Nation’s birth, one 
might have thought that its specific Rosh 
Hashana would replace the universal 
Rosh Hashana on its calendar; that the 
Rosh Hashana of Nissan would supplant 
the Rosh Hashana of Tishrei. This is 
clearly not the case. Both Rashei Shana 
remain in place. Together they create a 
critical balance, essential to each Jew’s self-
definition. Centuries before the Exodus 
and the birth of Jewish nationhood, 
Avraham, the progenitor of the Jewish 
people, confronts his surrounding society 
by describing himself as a Ger V’Toshav, 
a “stranger and a citizen.” The Jew may 
be a “stranger,” he may be unique, his 
role may be distinctive and apart; but he 
is nonetheless a “citizen,” a participating 
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member of the world community. He 
fulfills his divinely ordained role only 
when he plays out his uniqueness against 
the backdrop of the surrounding world; 
only when he sets an example of holiness 
for others.

This year, as we prepare to mark our 
specific Rosh Hashana of Nissan, echoes 
of the universal Rosh Hashana of Tishrei 
ring loudly in our years. Rarely has 
humanity’s connectedness and shared 
vulnerability been as apparent to us as 
it is today, in the face of the health crisis 
sweeping the globe. While we certainly 
have every right, in fact the obligation, 
to offer particular prayers for our own 
health and the health of our people; 
prayers for “others” cannot be absent 
from our lips. This is a crisis shared with 
the world, and our heartfelt concern must 
be for all who are in pain. 

The Rosh Hashana of Tishrei and the 
Rosh Hashana of Nissan both remain for 
the Jew. We experience two beginnings 
to our year, six months apart from each 
other. And the balance that these two 
occasions create in our yearly journey 
sensitizes us to the delicate equilibrium 
we must achieve in our role as an Ohr 
La’goyim, a “light unto the nations.” We 
must simultaneously remain a part of 
and apart from surrounding society, 
as we strive to partner with God in the 
sanctification of His world. 

Rabbi Shmuel Goldin's Dvar Torah is 
featured each month marking the new 
Hebrew month on Shabbat Mevarchim 
Hachodesh. 
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Mara D'atra, Kehilat Zichron Yosef, Har Nof 
OU Israel Faculty

The Mitzvah 
of Settling in 
the Land of 
Israel – Part 4

The View of Tosafot

As discussed in Part 1, the Mishnah 
(Ketubot 13:11) teaches that one may 
compel his or her spouse to ascend to the 
Land of Israel, but no one may compel 
a spouse to leave the Land. The Talmud 
explains that refusal to comply is grounds 
for divorce and, in such a case, the 
compensation stipulated in the ketubah is 
forfeited by the offending party (Ketubot 
110b). The halacha sides with the partner 
who wants to move to Israel, or remain 
there, because of the mitzvah of yishuv 
Eretz Yisrael, settling in the Land of Israel.

Tosafot, however, suggests this no longer 
applies, considering the danger of travel to 
Israel (ad Loc., s.v. Hu Omer). Additionally, 
Rav Chaim Kohen, one of the Ba’alei 
HaTosafot, is recorded as saying that 
nowadays there is no longer a mitzvah to 
live in the Land of Israel, given the difficulty 
in properly observing the agricultural 
mitzvot that apply in the Land of Israel.

But many authorities take issue with 
the position of Tosafot: Rav Yosef di Trani 
dismisses the citation of Rav Chaim Kohen 
as the addition of an errant student, which 
is “completely unreliable” (Teshuvot 
Maharit, YD, no. 28. See also Chidushei 
Marahit to Ketubot 110b).

The Pitchei Teshuvah (EH 75:6) explains 
simply that Tosafot reflects a minority 
position, one which was never accepted 
by later authorities (See also Sh’nei Luchot 
HaBrit, Sha’ar HaOtiot, p. 76a; Mateh Yosef 
1:9; Teshuvot Maharit, YD, no. 28; Toldot 
Ya’akov, CM, no. 8). 

And as for travel, one may ask if the 
roads were any less dangerous during the 
Talmudic period!

In a lengthy teshuvah on the mitzvah of 
settling in the Land of Israel, Rav Avraham 
Borenstein of Sochatchov addresses the 
issues raised by Tosafot and, writing in 
the nineteenth century, concludes that 
these concerns are no longer valid (Avnei 
Nezer, YD, no. 454. sec. 4, 8). Many other 
contemporary authorities also found 
the concerns of Tosafot to be no longer 
relevant (See Bi’ur HaGra to YD 267:161; 
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Chatam Sofer, YD, no. 233; Yeshu’ot Malko, 
YD, no. 66). 

How much more so today when travel to 
Israel is safe and easy! 

And with regards to the laws related 
to the sanctity of the Land - Shemittah, 
Terumot, Ma’asrot, etc. - oversight by the 
Chief Rabbinate and other kashrut agencies 
ensures that these laws are performed in 
strict accordance with halacha.

Rav Shaul Yisraeli explains that Tosafot’s 
objection, even if valid, is limited to the 
rabbinic enactment of compelling a 
spouse to ascend to the Land of Israel. 
Accordingly, Tosafot does not object to the 
mitzvah of dwelling in the Land of Israel 
today, still considering it to be a mitzvah 
(See Eretz Chemdah, pp. 20-24) 
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Negated match is the prohibition of 
kindling fire on Shabbat • Golden Menora 
which was lit on Shabbat • Shabbat candles 
next to the no-fire make an important 
point. Halacha does NOT require us to 
sit in the dark, does not require us to eat 
cold food on Shabbat - as some warped 
versions of supposed Judaism have 
claimed. It is a mitzva to have a brightly 
lit pleasant atmosphere in our homes 
on Shabbat. And it is a mitzva to have 
delicious warm food in honor of Shabbat • 
The set of three pictures in the upper-right 
are: Rabbi Sholom GOLD, Lone Ranger's 
horse SILVER, and a British policeman, 
known as a COPPER - the 3 metals collected 
for the Mishkan • Collection box is for 
the voluntary donations to the Mikdash 
• Rolls of fabric represent the different 
dyed wools, linen, goat's hair fabric used 
in the Mishkan • Hand behind a newly 
planted seedling of the tree known as 
acacia albida, which might have been the 
SHITIM used for the wall planks, Aron, 
and more in the Mishkan. The picture can 
represent Yaakov Avinu planting the trees 
on his way into Egypt, divinely inspired to 
serve his descendants on their way out of 
Egypt • Woman looking into a mirror - gifts 
of copper mirrors from the women to the 
Mishkan • Gemstone, representing the 14 
stones used in the garments of the Kohein 

Gadol (12 for the CHOSHEN and 2 AVNEI 
SHOHAM for the shoulders of the EIFOD) • 
b'samim box stands for the b'samim used 
for the K'TORET and the anointing oil • 
Olive Oyl represents the olive oil used for 
anointing, and for the Menora • ET & EIT, 
S & ACE ('other' pronunciation), which 
stands for a BK's (Baal Korei or Baal K'ri'a) 
nightmare - the many ALEF-TAV words in 
the first part of Vayakhel • for those who 
read with an Israeli pronunciation, and 
who differentiate between the SEGOL and 
the TZEIREI, there is an ampersand, which 
in Latin and French stands for the word 
ET, together with the numeral 8. Notice 
that the "and symbol" is made up of the 
letters E and T for ET • uppermost covering 
of the Mishkan was made of OROT EILIM 
M'ADAMIM, generally considered to be 
red-dyed sheepskins represented by the 
logo of the Washington Redskins • AND 
OROT T'CHACHIM. What that was is 
widely speculated. What's a TACHASH? 
Some say it was an animal that existed 
only then, when the Mishkan was built 
(not pictured, for obvious reasons). Other 
opinions include ermine, giraffe, okapi, 
dugong (sea cow), narwhal (all pictured). 
Giraffe and okapi are both kosher animals; 
ermine and the others are not • shells are 
of the Murex Trunculus, considered to 
be the true source of T'cheilet dye... AND 
Argaman dye • cluster of Coccus Ilicis, 
possibly the source of the third color 
(crimson) - TOLAAT SHANI • Onion with 
ginger ale is BATZAL-ALE (groan) • Photo 
of the first visibility of the lunar crescent - 
the L'VANA B'CHIDUSHAH.
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Social Distancing
Know the term? Currently, it's as
popular as 'wash your hands'. 

I was curious, so I Googled the term.

What I found surprised me at first, and
then it didn't.

Wikipedia: Social distancing is a set of
non-pharmaceutical infection control
actions intended to stop or slow down
the spread of a contagious disease...

One of the earliest references to social
distancing dates to the seventh century
BCE in the Book of Leviticus (Vayikra)...

And then I had a flashback to almost 59
years ago. Wikipedia was referring to
my Bar Mitzva sedra, Tazri'a-M'tzora. I
remembered being jealous of friends
whose parshiyot were in Sefer B'reishit,
or the beginning of Sh'mot. Sedras
loaded with great D'var Torah material.
And I had all kinds of TUM'A (ritual
impurity) to speak about. So I didn't. It
wasn't in vogue in those days for Bar
Mitzva boys to speak, anyway. But I
missed it. 

And now, all these years later, thanks to
Coronavirus, I have my DT.

A person has a blemish of various sorts
on his skin. He's not sure what it is
symptomatic of. (Sound familiar?) He
goes to a kohen-expert in Tzaraat and

Nega'im and shows it to him. The kohen
can tell him that it is nothing to worry
about, and sends him to the pharmacy
for an ointment. Or he can declare the
person TAMEI. Or, as seems to be more
likely, the kohen will order him to be
quarantined for a week. And on the
seventh day, the kohen will inspect the
symptoms and declare the person
TAHOR or TAMEI - or - order a further
period of a week in quarantine. That's 14
days in BIDUD. (Again, sound familiar?)

[My challenge is to share what I want to
say in only one page. Not easy.]

There are similarities between M'tzora
and today's 'pandemic'. But there are
differences, too. With NEGA'IM, we
know there is a connection between the
physical and the spiritual. That's why it
was a kohen that was seen first. The
quarantine gave the m'tzora time for
introspection. Time to realize that he
needed improvement in certain aspects
of his religious and social life.

Today, quarantine serves to protect
others (and the person himself) from
spread of the virus. But quarantine can
also serve the same purpose as it did
with nega'im. We do not know that there
is a connection to human behavior and
morals, but maybe there is. And we are
all challenged to introspection, T'shuva
and improvement, whether we are in
isolation or just know about it.

Health experts, scientists, and govern-
ments are working hard on the situation.
But we each have an agenda, too, that
includes hygiene, social distancing,
prayer, and self-improvement.
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THE DAILY
 PORTION

BY SIVAN RAHAV-MEIR

Israel’s 
Pleasant 
Face
ַאל  ה  ְוִאשָּׁ ִאיׁש  ֵלאמֹר  ֲחֶנה  מַּ בַּ ֲעִבירּו קוֹל  ַויַּ ה  ַוְיַצו מֹשֶׁ

ֵלא ָהָעם ֵמָהִביא.  כָּ ֶדׁש ַויִּ ַיֲעשּׂו עוֹד ְמָלאָכה ִלְתרּוַמת ַהקֹּ

And Moses commanded, and they 
announced in the camp, saying, “Let no 
man or woman do any more work for 
the offering for the Holy.” And the people 
stopped bringing. (Ex. 36:6)

During Operation Protective Edge in 
the summer of 2014, I interviewed the 
spokesman of the Soroka Medical Center 
in Beer Sheba. He came on air with an 
unusual request: “Please do not come 
to the hospital to bring food and drink, 
candy, and other goodies to the injured 
soldiers. We are being overrun with 
goodwill. Hundreds of people are coming 
to visit and the injured cannot eat all the 
marshmallows, even if the nurses help.”

In the background, the television screen 

showed masses of people entering the 
hospital with pots full of home-cooked 
food, and teenagers with their guitars 
and darbuka drums. Everyone was so 
keen to help, but at some point they had to 
be asked not to come anymore. This was 
both heartwarming and amusing, and it 
reminded me of the scene described in 
our parasha when the people were so 
enthusiastic about bringing things to the 
Mishkan that they had to be stopped.

“And Moses commanded, and they 
announced in the camp, saying, ‘Let 
no man or woman do any more work 
for the offering for the Holy.’ And the 
people stopped bringing.” Moses simply 
had to put an end to this outpouring 
of generosity. After seeing the ugly 
side of the Jewish people as revealed 
at the Golden Calf, we have here a full 
turnaround, as the pleasant face of the 
nation was revealed with an outpouring 
of goodwill.

The public can easily be 
swayed to either positive or 
negative action, depending on 
what goal they are aiming for

Was this always so? No. With one 
sentence, the parasha describes how 
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the same people so keen to contribute 
their jewelry to build the Golden Calf 
are now eager to build the Mishkan. 
The language used to describe the two 
“projects” is very similar, but one refers 
to idol worship and the other to holiness!

The Jerusalem Talmud explains the 
situation concisely: “It is impossible to 
understand this nation. When they are 
asked to donate to the Golden Calf, they 
do so. When they are asked to donate to 
the Mishkan, they do so.”

The public can easily be swayed 
to either positive or negative action, 
depending on what goal they are aiming 
for. In both cases, the Children of 
Israel had the urge to give ceaselessly, 
understanding that some causes are 
more worthy than our possessions.

This may be the reason why Jews are 
often at the leadership of revolutions. 
Jews were at the forefront of communism 
and socialism and many other -isms, 
good or bad. Many commentators note 
that we learn from this parasha about 
the importance of channeling our 
spiritual energies into the right causes 
and distinguishing between “Golden 
Calf” and “Mishkan” projects. 

Sivan Rahav-Meir is an Israeli 
journalist, currently on shlichut of World 
Mizrahi movement to the US. She is the 
author of #Parasha (Menorah Press) 
and Reaching to Heaven (Artscroll).  
To receive her daily insight on the 
portion of the week, text your name to:                                         
972-58-679-9000
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THE NEW OLD PATH
BY RABBI BENJI LEVY
CEO Of Mosaic United

Wisdom of 
the Heart

In general, the head is perceived to be 
the seat of wisdom and intellect, while 
the heart is the source of emotion. And 

yet, in an intriguing piece of Torah, these 
polar opposites are woven together with 
the repetition of the phrase chacham lev 
or ‘wise-heart’ a total of seven times, when 
referencing the leaders and builders of 
the tabernacle. The question, therefore, is 
what is the meaning behind this unique 
phrase? (also asked by Natziv, Emek 
Hadavar 31:6).

Academic pursuits are generally 
considered intellectual. Subjects like 
mathematics, philosophy and science 
are typically explored in the theoretical 
cognitive realm. Even fields of study that 
can have practical application on a day-to-
day basis often do not actually affect the 
way one lives or the character that one 
represents.

Judaism in its truest sense, however, 
requires a combination of cerebral, 
behavioural and spiritual rigour. It 
requires a commitment of heart, mind 
and practice. Whilst those endowed 
with great knowledge may be deemed 

knowledgeable, the way they conduct 
themselves will ultimately be the yardstick 
that defines whether or not they are a 
talmid chacham – a scholar of wisdom. 
The fact that this title requires the 
practical application of wisdom, not just 
the theoretical knowledge, differentiates 
it from almost all other academic or 
intellectual pursuits and offers insights 
into the deeper meaning of the term 
‘chacham’. To be a chacham lev therefore, 
is to be an academic of thought and action 
– someone with the ability to harmonise 
considerations, feelings and practice. It is 
not just about one’s regular intelligence or 
IQ, but one’s emotional intelligence or EQ.

The archetypical Jewish prayer, the 
Shema, states, ‘[the Torah] that I command 
you today, should be on your heart’ (Deut. 
6:6). The obvious question is why the 
Torah should be on one’s heart, rather 
than in one’s heart? If the Torah is of such 
great importance, one would assume 
it ought to be internalized, rather than 
situated outside of one’s very being. This 
subtle difference may add depth to our 
understanding of the term chacham lev.

Every person in some shape or form is 
touched or moved at different moments in 
their life. It may be a definitive milestone 
with family or friends, a breath-taking view, 
an intense musical moment or a powerful 
encounter – everyone feels moved at least 
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once. Judaism views these inspirational 
moments as gifts – opportunities that God, 
so to speak, places upon our heart. Once 
placed upon our heart – acceptance is up 
to us. The daily declaration that the Torah 
is placed on one’s heart – rather than in 
one’s heart – is a constant reminder of 
our responsibility to become an active 
player in the process and the need for us 
to recognize and internalise these unique 
spiritual gifts rather than letting them pass 
us by.

Synthesize these unique 
experiences simultaneously 
into our heads, hearts and 
daily lives

If we return, therefore, to the verses 
recounting the building of the Sanctuary, 
we can now understand the meaning 
behind the repetition of the description 
of the ‘wise-hearted’ people. True wisdom 
is not merely intellectual talent, but an 
emotional appreciation, not the superficial 
exposure to moving moments, rather the 
ability to notice the sacred and invite it 
into the day-to-day. All of us on numerous 
occasions are faced with both knowledge 
based content and experiential emotional 
moments. In order to earn the title of 
chacham lev – wise-hearted, it is upon us not 

to simply notice or learn, but to synthesize 
these unique experiences simultaneously 
into our heads, hearts and daily lives. It 
is thus our responsibility to truly live that 
which we learn. And perhaps this is the 
reason that those words of the Shema are 
written inside the tefillin that are worn 
daily during the Morning Prayer services, 
with one piece next to our heads and one 
piece next to our hearts and hands, neither 
of which can be worn in isolation. We are 
born with many blessings – a good brain, 
a kind heart and capable hands – but it is 
up to us and only us, to successfully weave 
together our intellect with our emotions 
and express it through our actions in order 
to earn wisdom of the heart. 

Stay in touch with @RabbiBenji and 
learn more at www.RabbiBenji.com
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FROM THE
RAMCHAL

BY JACOB SOLOMON

Moshe said to the assembled 
Israelites [“Adat B’nei Yisrael”]: 
“This is what G-d commands: 

Take contributions [for the Mishkan], 
everyone who is generous shall bring… 
gold silver and copper…” (35:4-5).

This reads slightly differently from G-d’s 
original directive to Moshe in Parashat 
Teruma. There, G-d told him to take 
contributions from “whoever wished to 
donate”. No coercion, entirely voluntary. 
Donations would be welcome from 
whoever wished to give. 

But when Moshe presented the 
opportunity to take part, he appears to 
have made changes. Firstly, he assembled 
only those belonging to the Adat B’nei 
Yisrael and did not invite anyone else. 
Secondly, he seems to have made the gifts 
compulsory as well as voluntary: saying 
in G-d’s name “Take contributions” as one 
instruction – whether they liked it or not, 
and only then followed up with “everyone 
who is generous shall bring” -  out of choice, 
as a second instruction.

Following the Ramban and other 
peirushim, Moshe’s apparent alterations 
could have stemmed from what happened 
after G-d gave Moshe the original plans for 
the Mishkan “on the mountain” (25:40). 
That was the Chet Ha-eigel, the Sin of the 
Golden Calf. To this end, the Rabbis point 

out that the reason “as G-d commanded 
Moshe” is stated 16 times in Parashat 
Pekudei is because the building of the 
Mishkan had now become a kappara – an 
atonement - for the Chet Ha-eigel. 

The Kitvei Ramad Vali (R. Moshe David 
Vali, student of the Ramchal) emphasizes 
that the instigators for the Chet Ha-eigel 
were not the Adat B’nei Yisrael, but simply 
Ha-am, the people. Rashi brings the 
tradition that Ha-am was the Eirev Rav, 
the mixed-multitude, the non-Israelites in 
Egypt who tagged themselves on to Yetziat 
Mitzrayim (12:38). Those people started the 
trouble; those people Moshe did not invite. 
Just like he used his judgment in smashing 
the Tablets (for which according to 
Midrashic courses, G-d later congratulated 
him), similarly he used his judgment in 
deciding to exclude the Eirev Rav from the 
construction of the Mishkan. Their past 
troublemaking strongly indicated that their 
presence might be counterproductive. 
They were not eligible to be part of the 
kappara. 

And for those who were invited, Moshe 
again used his discretion. The Mishkan’s 
new role as a spiritual antidote to the Chet 
Ha-eigel meant that as many as possible 
needed to take part, not just those who 
wished to donate. In giving, they would be 
part of the kappara. Again, Moshe assessed 
the situation in view of the new, regretful 
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circumstances. He knew that some people 
might need direction to their better selves 
before they would give, and others would 
give happily and willingly. As the Kli Yakar 
explains, those who were generous would 
contribute on their own accord. Those who 
were stingy would have be encouraged to 
do so by the collectors, who would “take 
contributions” through persuasion.

In the event, following the Ohr 
HaChayim, Moshe’s policy worked, and 
the donations were given generously. 
They came from “every man whose heart 
stirred him, and everyone whose spirit 
was willing” (35:21). The Ohr HaChayim 
explains that there is a difference between 
the two. Those whose “spirit was willing” 
cheerfully gave what they could afford. But 
some people went even further. They went 
beyond their nature and gave much more 
than they could reasonably afford. Those 
were “every man whose hearts stirred 
him”. The word “ish” means someone 
important (following Rashi to Bamidbar 
13:3); particularly praiseworthy in the eyes 
of G-d is the person who can go beyond 
natural tendencies and temperament. 
As Ben Zoma taught: Who is mighty? He 
that goes against his own temperament, 
as it states “Greater is the person who can 
rule over his temperament than he that 
conquers a city” (Avot 4:1, Mishlei 16:32)…

Perhaps this indicates the importance of 
leader using wise discretion when having 
policy on one side and an unexpected and 
painful situation on the other. The pain of 
good leadership is the courage to make a 
decision in best faith, without necessarily 
being certain of doing the right thing. 
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Michael Kahn                                
Co-Regional 
Director, NCSY 
Israel

The New Moon and The 
New Me

This Shabbat and this coming week 
we will “experience” the first Mitzvah 
of the Torah. Which Mitzvah is that? 
The Mitzvah of “Kiddush HaChodesh”. 
It was prior to the month of Nisan that 
Hashem commanded us to perform this 
Mitzvah and therefore this week we 
celebrate the unique Shabbat of Shabbat 
HaChodesh. Out of all the Mitzvot in the 
Torah why did Hashem pick “Kiddush 
HaChodesh” as the first Mitzvah for Am 
Yisrael? In order to answer this question, 
we need to ask another question. When 
we look to the sky at night, out of the 
many constellations that remain intact 
which one item is always changing? The 
answer is the moon. What happens to the 
moon? It slowly develops and then slowly 
disappears. Just when you thought it has 
disappeared it comes back again and the 
process repeats itself again every month. 

When Am Yisrael was given this Mitzvah 
we were still in Mitzrayim. We were on 
such a low level of impurity that there 

was almost no hope for us. What message 
was Hashem trying to convey through 
this Mitzvah? He was telling us that there 
is always hope; there is always a new 
beginning no matter how dark things may 
appear. The root of Chodesh is “Chadash” 
which means something new. The new 
month is the symbol of new beginnings 
and new opportunities. Am Yisrael was 
now beginning the next chapter of Jewish 
History as they now became a Jewish 
Nation. Let us never forget that no matter 
where we are in life there is always a new 
opportunity waiting around the corner for 
us. As we see the new moon each month 
let us strive to create a new and improved 
‘self’ as well. 

Ben Latinik 
11th Grade,               
Efrat

Faith In Hashem

In this week's parsha it says that the 
Jewish people should do Melacha for 
six days and rest on the seventh.  Rebbe 
Nachman of Breslov explains that teaches 
us that if we don't do melacha on Shabbat 
then the other six days Hashem will do 
the melacha for us - as long as we have 
Emuna. 

Back when the Jews were wandering 
in the desert, the ‘manna’ fell from 
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heaven and was enveloped in dew טל. 
Rashi tells us that one layer of dew fell 
immediately followed by the manna and 
then a second layer of dew dropped to 
complete the sequence. One could clearly 
see the miraculous way in which Hasem 
provided for the needs of the Israelites in 
the wilderness.

Nowadays it's tremendously hard to 
see the ‘yad Hashem’ in our lives, but it is 
still always there. In a sense the ‘manna’ 
still exists today - but this time taking on 
a more physical form, we call it parnasa, 
wealth. 

The gematria of  dew-טל is 39, 
symbolizing the 39 categories of work.

This comes to show us that  our work 
during the week is like טל but at the end of 
the day we have faith that the parnasa, the 
‘manna’, comes from Hashem. 

------------------------------------

NCSY Israel is the premier organization 
in Israel, dedicated to connect, inspire, and 
empower teen olim to the Land of Israel by 
encouraging passionate Judaism through 
Torah and Tradition. Find out more at 
israel.ncsy.org

Pesach made easy…
and tasty

with

SScchhoocckkeettiinnoo

CCaatteerreerrss

For our take-away menu
and orders

please contact
Chaim at 052-855-1538 -or-

Daniella at 054-3174-144
or email:

hschockett@gmail.com

Deadline for orders: 
Sunday, March 29th

Pick up orders at
the OU Israel Center 

Tuesday, April 7th
5:00-9:00pm

SScchhoocckkeettiinnoo  CCaatteerreerrss

is under the strict supervision
of OU Israel

Glatt Kosher L'mehadrin
Non-gebruchts, Non-kitniyot,

Jewish staff only

SHIUR SPONSORS

Rabbi Manning’s shiur 
Wednesday, March 4 was sponsored 

by Rachel Steiner for a refuah Shleima 
for אלעזר יצחק בן שפרהאלעזר יצחק בן שפרה  

To sponsor a shiur - please contact 
Chana Spivack, cspivack@ouisrael.org 

or 050-229-4951
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Carmay-Hanadiv
Live in the heart 
of Israel
Conversation with Shalom 
Wasserteil, Director of Tsifha 
International and developer of 
Carmay-Hanadiv.

For a developer like you, what does it 
mean to live and build in Israel?

S.W: I feel I have the special merit, in our 
generation, to be linked to the prophecy of 
Isaiah (54: 3-4), which is made up of two parts. 
One is doing away the dishonor and shame 
suffered by our people during its unhappy exile 
in its two thousand years of dispersion and 
most especially during the Shoah. The second 
part of the prophecy refers to the rebirth of our 
nation, which started about ten shemitot ago. 
A handful of people, those who escaped the 
Shoah and Jews from every other corner of 
the Diaspora came together here in Israel. As 
part of the miracle unveiled with the creation 
of the State, we have the merit to rebuild the 
King’s palace and to settle His returning sons 
and daughters in their own home. 

What is specific about Carmay-
Hanadiv?

S.W.: Living in Carmay-Hanadiv means 
achieving the best of Zionism, precisely 
applying the vision of Baron Edmond de 
Rothschild, known as “HaNadiv” (“the 
Philanthropist”). Already back in 1887 in 
Paris, he understood that to fulfill the vision 
of the prophets, one had to act specifically to 
purchase land in Israel and establish colonies. 
Now the time has come to establish Carmay-
Hanadiv, whose ground was purchased in 
1887 but which has taken time to become 
populated. Now construction is going full 
steam ahead. 3,200 families will have the 
privilege of being associated with this larger 
vision, in a marvelous place, immersed in 

greenery, located in the middle of the country, 
equidistant from Jerusalem, Tel-Aviv and 
Beer Sheva, and just a quarter of an hour 
by car from the Mediterranean. This location 
is surrounded with excellent educational 
institutions.

There are at least three good reasons to 
purchase an apartment in Carmay-Hanadiv
1.location    2.location    3.location 
Location in economic terms: as in new 
projects, this one shows every sign of rising in 
value over time. 

Location from the educational point of view: 
the high-level of educational institutions will 
facilitate renting out the property to anyone 
looking for a good education.

Location in terms of employment: there are 
centers of employment locally.  In  addition 
there are many means of transport that 
crosses  the country, providing fast access 
to and from anywhere. (train station nearby, 
Route 6, buses…)

Over 500 families have already purchased 
apartments in Carmay-Hanadiv and we 
continuously open new buildings. We are 
delighted to take part not just in the prophetic 
vision, but also in the integration of our dear 
brothers and sisters who are interested in 
joining a warm and strong community.  

For all these reasons, we feel that Carmay-
Hanadiv is a fitting place to continue your 
personal role in Am Israel!
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have been 
purchased!

500 APARTMENTS 21 BUILDINGS
on the 

ground!

368 FAMILIES
already live in 

Carmay-Hanadiv!

CARMAY-HANADIV
A place where dreams come true!

Come and join hundreds of families who enjoy living in a warm traditional 
community with  excellent education and  a very central location.

Carmay-Hanadiv is situated between Beer-Tuvia and Kiryat Malachi. The project 
includes over 3,000 housing units.  Wide choice of high quality  apartments 

(4-5-6 room and penthouses).

w w w . c a r m a y - h a n a d i v . c o . i l ב י ד נ ה י  מ ר כ  :w a z e   |  

Parks Culture 
and Leisure

Trade and 
Employment Centers

Central Location Train Station Road 6

Sales Center: *8214הפרויקט בליווי

Your contact: Tanya 054-5405603 \\ tanya@carmay-hanadiv.co.il

Fo
r il

lus
tra

tio
n o

nly

High standard 4-room 
apartments starting at 
1,260,000NIS

344,000$



For more information
+972 9 960 2700
rris.registrar@idc.ac.il

LIVE IN ISRAEL,
STUDY IN ENGLISH

www.rris.idc.ac.il

RAPHAEL RECANATI 
INTERNATIONAL 
SCHOOL
at IDC HERZLIYA

UNDERGRADUATE PROGRAMS
•	 BUSINESS	ADMINISTRATION
•	 BUSINESS	&	ECONOMICS	(double	major)
•	 COMMUNICATIONS
•	 COMPUTER	SCIENCE	(BSc)
•	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP	&	BUSINESS	(double	major)
•	 ENTREPRENEURSHIP,	BA	&	COMPUTER	SCIENCE,	BSc
	 (double	major)
•	 GOVERNMENT
•	 SUSTAINABILITY	&	GOVERNMENT	(double	major)
•	 PSYCHOLOGY

ONE	SEMESTER	/	ONE	YEAR	/	FULL	DEGREE

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
MA 

GLOBAL MBA

MBA

MSc

•	 BEHAVIORAL	ECONOMICS	
•	 COUNTER-TERRORISM	&	HOMELAND	SECURITY	STUDIES
•	 DIPLOMACY	&	CONFLICT	STUDIES
•	 POLITICS	&	DEVELOPMENT	IN	THE	MIDDLE	EAST
•	 RESEARCH	TRACK	WITH	THESIS
•	 FINANCIAL	ECONOMICS
•	 HUMAN-COMPUTER	INTERACTION	(HCI)	
•	 ORGANIZATIONAL	BEHAVIOR	&	DEVELOPMENT	(OBD)

•	 INNOVATION	&	ENTREPRENEURSHIP
•	 STRATEGY	&	BUSINESS	DEVELOPMENT

•	 ONE-YEAR	MBA
•	 HEALTHCARE	INNOVATION

•	 MACHINE	LEARNING	&	DATA	SCIENCE


